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W H O L E N U M B E R . 1719.

A FIRST-CLASS ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN THE MIDDLE SECTION OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY.
Ji

W . SCH EUREN’S

bling Wen road, Shanghai, to visit the
tomb of the Mings, and he was never
heard of again. There are many places
SHAVING PARLOR,
Practising Physician,
In the purlieus of Shanghai even where
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
OOLLEQEVILLE, Pa.
Telephone in office.
it Is Imprudent for a white man to ven
Office Hours until 9 a. m.
S econ d D o o r A bove R a ilr o a d . ture alone In broad daylight. An ex
tra donkey is also needed to carry pro
Finest grades of CIGARS and TOBACCO
Y. W E B E R , M.
visions as well as the cameras, for
always on band.
M.
most tourists want a picture of the
towering Images which have so suc
Practising Physician,
ENRY BO W ER,
cessfully withstood the wear of the
H
centuries.—New York Press.
EVANSBURG, Pa. Office Boors : Until 9

g

B . HORMIMG, M. I».,

a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m. Keystone’Phone No. 17.

Veterinary Surgeon,

Odd North German Custom.
In northern Gerimmy a familiar fig
ure of the rural districts Is a quaint
old gentleman whose hat Is very much
4 0 9 Cherry Street,
decorated with flowers and particol
jQ O N A L I) A. ROYER,
NORRISTOWN, PA.
ored ribbons and who carries a staff
Horns, 8 to 9 .
T e l e p h o n e s , Bell SOl-x
Civil Engineer. : : Surveyor. to the top of which Is tied a huge
2 to 8
Keystone 159
7 to 8 Sundays, 1 to 2 only.
Room 3, Shoemaker Building, Swede and Airy bunch of real or artificial flowers knot
ted to it by long streamers of similar
Streets,
NORRISTOWN, PA.
ribbons. According to the district, his
a r v e y l . »u ò m o ,
Belt ’Phone.
costume also Is old fashioned and un
I ,
ENGINEERING.
DRAFTING. usual In other ways. He Is the ‘‘hochA ttorn ey-at-L aw ,
SURVEYING
DESIGNING.
zeitbltter,” or person employed among
821 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
the country folk to go from bouse to
Q
H
A
R
L
E
8
N.
BARMDT,
RESIDENCE—ROYERSFORB.
house and Invite guests to attend a
wedding. He delivers himself of a set
Both ’Phones.
A R C H IT E C T ,
speech in an old “Platt Deutsch”
rhyme when he arrives at each place,
CODEEGEYIIiDE, PA.
J J E R H E R T C. MOORE,
accompanying It with wagging of the
Plans and specifications carefully prepared. head and stamping of the staff, and Is
Patronage solicited.
2-7.
A ttorn ey-at-L aw ,
generally In rather a jovial condition
by the time his day’s labors are ended.
ALBERTSON TRUST CO. BUILDING, J O H N J . R ADCLIFF,
g

COLEEGEYIIiLE, PA.
Bell ’Phone 23 x.

A. KKUSEN, M.

H

806 Swede St., Norristown, Pa
Bell and KeyBtone ’Phones.

5-16.

VJ-AYNE R . EOMGSTRETH,

A ttorn ey-at- L aw ,
And Notary Public. ::: No. 712 Orozer Build
ing, 1420 Chestnut St., Fhlla., Pa.
Long Distance Telephone. House No. 6928.
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar.

J O S E P H S. KRATZ,

A ttorn ey-at- L aw ,
1009 COMMONWEALTH BUILDING, 12th
and CHESTNUT STREETS,
Philadelphia.
Telephones.

!.. EVANS,
o .

A ttorn ey-at- L aw ,

828 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, FAAt residence, Limerick, every evening.
Bell ’Phone 92. Keystone ’Phone, 27.

HOMAN HALLMAN,

T

A ttorn ey-at- L aw ,
828 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
Will be at his braneh office in Odd Fellows’
Bnllding, C o l l k g k v i l l e , F a., every evening
lhom 7 to 10; Saturday afternoons from 1 to 5.
1-26.

S. G. FIMKB1MER,

-T J

R esi E state and Insurance,
# LOANS and INVESTMENTS, NOTARY
PUBLIO. ROYERSPORD, PA.

T A R . FR A N K B R A N D R E T H ,
(Successor to Dr. Ohas, Ryckman.)

DENTIST,
ROYEBSFORD, PA. Practical Dentistry at
honest prices.

j Q R . S. » . C O RNISH ,

DENTIST,
GOLLEG-EYILLE, PA.
First*class Workmanship Qua ran teed ; Gas
administered, ¿prices Reasonable.
Keystone ’Phone No. 31. Bell ’Phone, 27Y.

« in v is ib l e ”
BIFOCAL. LENS.

h e kryptok

T

Nothing has stirred the optical world like the
advent 6f Kryptok “Invisible” Bifocals. They
are made without cement. They are perfect.
There are no other bifocal lenses like them.

A* B . P A R K E R , O p ticia n ,
210 DeKALB STREET,

jg

NORRISTOWN.

S. PO LEY,

Contractor and Builder,
TRAPPE, PA
Prompt and accurate in building construction.
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
5-23

M.

M. BAKNDT,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
CONTRACTOR FO R A L L K IN D S OF

Brick and Stone Masonry,
CEMENTING, CONCRETING, ETC Esti
mates cheerfully furnished and good work guar
anteed. t& f“ SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
JOBBING.
8-6.

P

s.

KOOMS,
SOHWENKSVILLE, PA..

Slater and R oofer,
And dealer in Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey
stone, etc. Estimates furnished. TYork con
tracted at lowest prices.
lloct

E

» W A R D DA'VI»,
P a in te r a n d

P aper-H anger,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Samples of paper
always on hand.

Milton’s Retort.
John Milton was not a wit, yet he Is
FIFTH ATENUE, COLIiEGEYIL.DE, PA. reported to have made a crushing re
A full line of wall paper and paint for sale. ply to a question from Charles II.
Your patronage solicited.
“Do you. not think,” said the king,
“th at your blindness Is a judgment on
you for having written In justification
of my father’s murder?”
/
NOT ’IN A HURRY.
“Sir,” replied the poet, “It is true I
A Royal Funeral and an Embarrassed have lost my eyesight, but If all the
calamitous providences are to be re
Blundering Official.
The Comtesse de Boigne’s memoirs garded as divine judgments your m aj
contain an Interesting account pf the esty should remember that your father
departure from life of Louis XVIIL, lost his hdad.”
an event which the king himself had
long been anticipating;
All That Didn’t Sink.
“He was a great stickler for eti
“I suppose you have considerable
quette and gave the most minute In floating population here?” Inquired the
structions about his obsequies. All visitor.
the ceremonials observed at the de
“Yep,” replied the native of the little
parture of the kings of France were to river "town, “specially durin’ the rainy
be respected, and as he had an ex season.”—Puck.
traordinary memory he settled the
procedure down to the smallest details.
Plenty of Advice.
At the last the royal almoner made a
“W hat are you doing for your cold?”
mistake In reading the prayers for
“Nothing. My friends are looking
those in extremis. Louis XVXXI. inter after it.”—Harper’s Weekly.
rupted him and corrected the mistake
SHEFFIELD PLATE.
with a presence of mind and calmness
which never left him for a moment.
The family was assembled an the end History of This Now Very Rare and
Valuable Ware.
of the room and was deeply affected.
Sheffield plate differs from all other
The doctors, the attendants on duty
and the clergy were around the bed. plated ware In that the plating was
The first gentleman of the chamber done on the sheet metal before the
held the curtain. When the chief article was shaped. Before and since
physician gave the sign that all was then plating of various sorts has been
over, he let It fall and, turning around, applied only to the finished piece, as In
bowed to the princes. Monsieur left our electroplating process. Moreover,
the room sobbing, and madame pre the plating was done on copper, while
pared to follow him. Hitherto she had modem base metal is usually com
always taken precedence of her hus posed of an amalgam of copper, nickel
band as the king’s daughter. When and zinc.
Furthermore, it is possible for the
she reached the door, she suddenly
stopped, and through the heartfelt collector to secure examples of early
tears with which her face was stream Georgian and so called Queen Anne
ing she said with difficulty, ‘Take pre work In Sheffield plate, while the
cedence, Dauphin!’ He Immediately rarity and high money value of silver
obeyed without any hesitation or re ware of that period make its acquisi
mark. The first gentleman announced tion extremely difficult Sheffield plate
‘the king.’ The courtiers repeated ‘the hlstorically.and artistically Is as worthy
king,’ and Charles X. reached his .of a place beside old china and old
mahogany as is old silverware.
rooms.
In 1742 one Thomas Bolsover of
"The master of ceremonies made
some slight blunders over the royal Sheffield, England, described In the
funeral. Charles X. overlooked them histories as an “Ingenious mechanic.”
and spoke kindly to the embarrassed accidentally fused some silver and cor
official. ‘Oh, sire, your majesty Is ner while repairing a knife. He began
very kind, but there were many de experimenting, seeking for a method of
fects. Next time we will do better.' plating copper with silver for the man
‘Thank you, Breze,’ replied the king, ufacture of small articles. In 1743, to
with a smile, ‘but I am not in a hur gether with Joseph Wilson, hd set up a
ry.’ Thereupon M. de Breze col factory for the manufacture of buc
kles, snuffboxes and knife handles.
lapsed.”
Joseph Hancock soon got hold of the
secret and, perfecting it, demonstrated
TOMB OF THE MINGS.
that it was possible to Imitate the
It Is a Risky Place For a Traveler to finest and most richly embossed silver
ware. Settling in Sheffield, he started
Visit Alone.
the manufacture of all.sorts of domes
Every traveler in China goes to the tic pieces. Beginning modestly with
tomb of the Mings if he stays more horsepower, he later added w ater pow
than a few days in Shanghai. The er for the rolling process. Other man
Chinese consider the Mings the great ufacturers followed his example, and
est rulers of the ancient kingdonl, and Sheffield plate soon began to replace
they rank second only to Confucius. pewter on the tables of the English
The tomb is composed of two colossal middle classes. Altogether we know
figures facing each other and elabo of twenty-three Important manufactur
rately carved In the style-affected by ers of this ware.
Chinese artists centuries ago. Seen in
The industry flourished until the
Central park or Versailles they would middle of the nineteenth century, and
look grotesque enough, but standing as so few pieces of copper rolled plate
they do among bleak and lonely hills, were made after th at time th at they
outlined against the clear blue oriental need not concern the collector. Electro
sky, they have a rude grandeur and plating was discovered or Invented by
imposing simplicity which make them a medical student of Rotherham, near
seem fit guardians of Imperial dust.
Sheffield, and the new process was
I t Is not an easy journey the tourist patented on March 25, 1840. By 1850
m ust take If he wishes to pay his re the. new ware was on the market ev
spects to the stone giants, nor is It a erywhere, and the Industry had been
trip advisable for a woman to under revolutionized.—Country Life In Amer
take, as It lies through a region where ica.
hatred of the “white devils” Is consid
ered as much a part of the Chinaman’s
BISMARCK’S ANGER.
religion as the' worship of his ances
tors. A donkey and a guide are neces
sary, and It Is also wise to get a party The Incident That Made Certain the
Franco-German War.
of sightseers together for the excur
The
Princess
Bismarck, so the story
sion if possible and to go well armed,
for once a foolhardy traveler started goes, changed the political history of
forth alone from the hotel on the Bub France unwittingly, and but for her
the Franco-Pmssian war might never

Painter and Paper H anger

have been waged.
Bismarck was unfriendly to France,
but the Empress Eugenie hoped with
her beauty to influence him so th at the
little trouble with France and Ger
many might be smoothed over. She
therefore invited the German prince
and his wife to visit the court of
France, and the Prince and Princess
Bismarck arrived In great state at the
Tuileries.
That evening there was a grand re
ception, and Eugenie received the
guests In a gown which made her so
ravishingly lovely th at even Prince
Bismarck, German, stolid and In love
with his wife, stood and gazed upon
her with admiration. And Eugenie
was not slow to observe the effect of
her beauty upon him. She called him
to her side, and Bismarck came, with
his wife upon his arm. 2
Now, the Princess‘Bismarck wa§ tall
and gaunt, and her feet were gener
ous. As she walked she showed a
great deal of sole.
While Bismarck stood talking with
Eugenie an audible "titter was heard
along the line of ladles. Bismarck,
who was quick as a flash, followed
the glance of their eyes and saw them
rest upon the feet of his wife.
That settled the matter. The politi
cal history of France was altered from
that moment.
A year later, when Paris was be
sieged, Bismarck himself fired a can
non over the ramparts; and those who
were near him heard him shont:
“Take that for the feet of the Prin
cess Bismarck!”
The slight was avenged.

COFFEE AS A WEDDING GIFT.
A Custom Which Is General ln*>Coffee
Growing Countries.
“We have a custom In the coffee
raising countries,!’ said a high Brazil
ian official, “which is unknown in
other parts of the world. When a child
is bom In the coffee country a sack of
the best grain is set aside as part of
the inheritance to be received on at
taining its' majority. Usually the sack
Is the gift from some close friend or
t i-întlve^ a r d It is guarded, as salirèdly
as If It were a gift of gold or bonds.
No stress would induce a Brazilian
parent to use coffee which was made
the birth gift of a child. As a rule,
it is sealed with the private seal of the
owner and bears a card giving all par
ticulars about the variety of grain, its
age on being sacked and the birth of
the child to whom It Is given and
other details, which are very Interest
ing when the gift Is due.
“Generally the coffee Is opened for
the first time when the child marries.
The coffee for the reception or mar
riage feast is made from the legacy,
and, according to precedent, this must
be the first time the sack Is opened.
After the coffee Is made for the wed
ding feast the sack is carefully closed
and sent to the new home of the young
people and should keep them In this
staple for a year a t least. When both
bride and bridegroom have the birth
gift of coffee they have started life
under very hopeful conditions, so far
as one necessity is concerned. Few
people know that the older the un
parched grain of coffee Is the better
the flavor. Like wine, It grows with
age. and that which Is over twenty
years mellowing under proper condi
tions will bring from $1.50 to $3 a
pound from connoisseurs. The giving
of pounds of green’coffee Is a common
practice in the coffee belt Friends ex
change these gifts and compare re
sults. When one cannot afford to gl-e
a sack of coffee, it frequently is the
case that ten pounds of the best green
grain are packed In a fancy case and
bestowed on a newly bom child, with
directions that it must not be opened
until the wedding day.”
Word Painting.
Mrs. Bradley, when questioned by a
fellow traveler In the Pullman car in
regard to her home, launched forth into
a rather long and detailed description
of its charms. Her little girl, Grace,
who had been reading when she began
to speak, soon closed her book and lis
tened with great interest.
“It must be very pleasant,” remarkthe chance acquaintance, somewhat
perfunctorily, when Mrs. Bradley fin
ished, and Grace, her eyes gleaming
with enthusiasm, said: “Oh, it must be
perfectly lovely! What place is It,
mamma?”
“Why, our own home, of course,”
answered the mother, somewhat embar
rassed
“Oh, dear,” said Grace, sighing, “how
much better it sounds than it looks!”—
Youth’s Companion.
Need and Needs.
Perhaps many persons have wonder
ed why we are taught to say “He need
not do th at” Instead of “He needs not
do that,” as the singular pronoun, he,
requires under ordinary conditions the
singular form of the verb. The reason
is th at In a sentence of that kind, a
negative sentence, expressing require
ment or obligation, “need” becomes an
auxiliary and takes no change of termi
nation In the third person singular.
This exception Is laid down in the
grammars.—Chicago News.

WASHINGTON LETTER. dential campaign in history.
From Our Regular Correspondent.

Washington D. C., June 11,1908.—
Washington is for the time eclipsed
by Chicago and begins to look like
a deserted village. The early
summer, with hot weather in May
and Jnne, has hastened the exodus
of transient population that fre
quents the capital only during the
fashionable season. The diplomatic
corps is scattered and the denizens
of the fashionable northwest section
have closed or are closing their
splendid residences for the summer.
The White House is still occupied
by the President and the offices are
open for business and the tennis
court in the rear of the office is still
used by the President and his play
mates, but all these will be deserted
in a few days—on the 22nd of June,
it is said—when Mr. Roosevelt will
transfer his restless personality to
Oyster Bay.
It is difficult to realize that after
eight months he will occupy the
White House no longer and will not
even be in the United States. After
his term is concluded that he will
retire from the public gaze, not as a
hermit, but into an African forest
as a hunter of pachyderms, ele
phants, hippopotami and rhinoc
eroses, lions and the like. He will
avoid capitols and kings. He has
had enough of pageantry and cere
mony to last him a long time and it
cannot be doubted that the violent
contrast of the forest and the des
ert, with the strenuous political
life he has led since the Spanish
War, will be good for his body and
possibly for his heart and soul. He
Has introduced a new political era
and his presidency will in the
future be referred to an epochal.
He has set standards that further
presidents must Hive up to and
carry forward, or failing, fail foully
by comparison. The historian will
doubtless find flaws and mistakes
in bis administration, for perfect
government is quite unattainable,
but increasing millions of Ameri
cans are asking and will continue
to ask: “ What would we have done
without Theodore Roosevelt?”
Next in conspicuousness in the
the public eye, is the Secretary of
War who, it is expected, will be
the next president. He is in Wash
ington and will remain until July,
when he will return to his old home
in Cincinnati and take up his resi
dence, it is said, with his multi
millionaire half-brother, an older
man than Secretary Taft and a man
who would never be taken for his
twin or even his brother, for he is
spare almost to leanness and will
probably weigh not one-half . as
much as the big Secretary. The
fact that the President is going
abroad will quite dissipate the in
sinuation that he is expecting,
through the election of Secretary
Taft, to continue his administration
in all its details and to be always on
hand to reward his friends and
punish his enemies.
The Presi
dent is quite as incapable of carry
ing out such a policy as is Secre
tary Taft of permitting it.
Secretary of State Root, whom the
President thinks is greater than
Hay, or Blaine, or Seward, or any
of the distinguished secretaries who
have held the portfolio of state, will
soon leave for Muldoon’s Farm in
New York State. There he will
take a health course and it is said
rise very early and drink glasses of
hot water and go through monot
onous exercises, live very plainly
and come forth physically rejuven
ated.
To Secretary; of the Treasury Cortelyou will be assigned the manage
ment of affairs, or, as it is said, he
will “sit on the lid” and hold down
the Government. No man is better
qualified by temper and experience
to do this than Secretary Cortelyou.
He is occupying now the third cab
inet position, after having served
three presidents, Cleveland, Mc
Kinley and Roosevelt, as confiden
tial secretary. He has also pulled
through the most successful presi

It
will be mere play for Mr. Cortel
you to stay in Washington and “run
the. Government,” as the saying is,
while the President and the cabinet
are enjoying themselves.
The self-satisfied smirk which
has been for eight years a charac
teristic of the government of the
District of Columbia does not sat
isfy the people of Washington. The
Chief Commissioner has been travel
ing around the Cbatauqua circle
delivering lectures on an ideal
municipality. Now it is found that
the ideal thing is infected with
corruption graft and incompetence
just like Philadelphia and Saint
Louis.
The seers who have read in the
stars a third term for the simple
lived strenuous one now find it
necessary to revise their astrology.
Never was there a more serious
misnomer than to call this last a
do nothing Congress. Did it not
do the treasury to the tune of a
billion of dollars?
A poem recently published in
Mr. Bryan’s paper the “ Commoner”
had for its title “Over and Over
Again.”. It must have reminded
the publisher of something in his
own career.
PORTLAND CEM ENT PRO
DUCTION.

Returns to the United States Geo
logical Survey representing 95 per
cent of the Portland-cement pro
duction of the United States for the
year 1907 indicate that the total out
put of Portland cement in the last
calendar year was approximately
48,000,000 barrels, as compared with
46,463,424 barrels in 1906 and 35,258,812 barrels in 1905. The increase
in production in 1907 over 1907 over
1906 was below the average of pre
vious annual gains, which is said to
have been the result of general busiiness depression in the latter part
of- the year.
ROOFING TILES OF CONCRETE.

Roofing tiles made of. concrete
were introduced some time ago, and
while it was evident that their use
was to be attended with beneficial
results in some directious, their pro
gress into favor was slow, for the
reason that there had not been am
ple opportunity for the demonstra
tion •of their merits and demerits.
It has shown, however, that they are
very durable and especially suited
for use on factories and other build
ings where the roof is subjected to
the deterioration from the action
of steam, smoke and acid fumes
and at present they are in great
demand for such purposes. This
style of roofing is being made use
of to a great extent on the larger
structures of the new plant of the
Uuited States Steel Co. at Gary, Ind.
where an order was given for 29,000
squares.
LEATHER SH O E S FOR H O R SES.

A ne w market for leather, according
to Le Franc Parler, is to be found
in Australia, concerning which this
French journal says: In districts of
Australia the horse is shod with
leather instead of iron. The feet re
ceive better support. This novelty
is employed only in regions where
the ground is permanently covered
with grass or fine sand. In a coun
try like Australia, where stocks are
sometimes scarce and a horseman
may experience great difficulty at a
critical moment in finding a horse
shoe, such an innovation is a useful
novelty With extra shoes whose
weight is a trifle’, and which can be
fitted without trouble,, it is prac
ticable to travel without fear of the
horse losing its shoe and being in
jured. Though the leather shoe is
more expensive than tne iron shoe,
the higher price is repaid by the
advantages gained. In some quar
ters the hprses were never shod
with iron. Probably shoes, like
drivers, will be supplied before
long, thus avoiding the disagreeable
experience' of a horse’s hoof wear
ing too rapidly. It is not impos
sible the innovation will soon ex
tend to every country where the
nature of the soil permits it to be
used.

LOCAL AND COUNTY NEWS.
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T hursday, June 18, '08.
CHURCH SER V IC ES.
Parish of St. Paul’s Memorial P. E. Church,
Oaks, Perkiomen, Audubon. The Rev. T. P.
Ege, rector. Sunday services: Union Church,
Audubon, 10.45 a. m., with Holy Communion
first in month. St. Paul’s, Oaks, 3.30 p. m.,
with Holy Communion third in month 8.80 a.
m. Children’s Evensong last in month 3 p. m.
Sunday School 2.30 p. m. Vested choir. Free
sittings. Cordial welcome. The rector, resid
ing at Oaks, will be pleased to receive calls for
visitation or ministration. Address Oaks P. Q.

—When the cornerstone of Zion’s
Church, Perry township, was re
moved, many relics over a century
old were discovered including a
bottle half filled with wine.
—At the golden wedding an
niversary of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Yoder, of Oley township, Berks
county 13 children 55 grandchildren
and four great-grandchildren were
in attendance.
—Lewis H. Legler, of Reading,
now 80 years old, has organized
over 80 brass bands and taught
music to 1500 persons; and occa
sionally be yet gives instructians to
young folks as to how to play the
cornet.

Racing in the Dust.

Mrs. Boldaz Acquitted.

-The races at Kin wood., Thursday
afternoon, raised great clouds of
dust that marred the pleasure of a
large crowd of spectators. There
were not less than six starters in
each class and some of the contests
were close and exciting. The next
meet, to be announced later; will be
a matinee for prizes.

I d the case of Erzira Boldaz, of
Pottstown, charged with being an
accessory to the murder of her hus
band by Sabo, who was convicted
of the crime during the first week
of the June term, was declared not
guilty by a jury, Thursday after
noon. When the verdict was an
nounced the District Attorney
asked that the woman be Dot dis
charged, but held, as a charge of
adultery would be preferred against
her. The Sheriff accordingly took
her back to jail, where she has been
the past four months.

Under Bail.

Auto Hurls Cow Into a Carriage.

Henry H. Schultz, of Clayton,
was injured on Wednesday in a
peculiar accident in which a horse,
a cow and an automobile. figured.
He was driving along a road near
his home behind a herd of cows
when a big automobile said to be
owned by a Boyertowu man, came
whizzing along and struck a cow
with terrific force, hurling the
animal bodily into the carriage in
which Mr. Schultz was seated. He
was thrown from the vehicle, sus
taining severe bruises and cuts.
The shaft aod front wheels of the
wagon were broken. The cow was
hurt so badly that it had to be
Jail Improvement.
At a meeting of the County Com killed.
missioners, last week, it was de
W edding Followed by Serenade.
cided to make needed improvements
The
marriage of Miss Mary A.
at tbq county jail. The clerk was
directed, to advertise for bids for Fry, daughter of Mr. aod Mrs.
the work, a month’s time being John Fry, of Eagleville and Mr.
given for the receipt of the pro Harry E. Clark, of the same place,
posal. It has been estimated py the was solemnized at the home of the
architect employed by the Commis bride’s parents Wednesday evening
sioners that the improvements and of last week. The ceremony was
enlargement will cost in the neigh performed by the Rev. D. W. Shep
borhood of $23,000. An addtional pard, pastor of the Lower Provi
row of cells is to be placed upon dence Baptist church and was wit
tbe steel cells now in us§, and the nessed by only the members of the
sewage system of the hew portion families and a few friends. A wed
ding supper was served later.
is to be renewed.
About 10 o’clock tbe weddiDg
party was pleasantly surpris«! by
A M alicious Act.
the arrival, t in a special cat, of a
Mrs. S. Milton Rambo, of 1117 Norristown band, which rendered
West Main street, Norristown, was a pleasing concert as a serenade.
both shocked and surprised Friday The car was placed at the disposal
morning when she opened the front of the musicians by Superintendent
door of her residence and discov George Hoeger, of the Traction
ered that all her fine plants, ferns, Company, as a mark of courtesy to
etc., had disappeared from the the bride, who has been the efficient
porch, while the jardinieres and pots book-keeper for the trolley cempany
that held them were not molested. at its main offices in Norristown for
A trail of fine dirt led down the a number of years. The young
porch steps and to the open lot couple received the serenade
above the house where she found graciously and invited tbe mus
the plants, where they had been icians in to partake of a supper.
thrown. They evidently had been Mr. and Mrs. Clark vrtll reside at
taken by some one in a spirit of Eagleville,
mischief.

Norman C. Pfleiger, of Ironbridge, is under $500 bail to an
swer a charge of false pretense in
obtaining $20 for injuries he
claimed to have received in a col
Evansburg M. E. Church, Rev. S. B. G-arrett
lision of trolley cars at Chestnut
pastor. Sabbath School, 9.30 a. m. Preaching,
Hill.
It was ascertained that he
10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Song and prayer ser
was
not
involved in the collision
vice, 7 p. m.
Ladies’ Aid Society. - ‘
but that he had been injured by
Trinity Reformed Church, Collegeville, Rev.
A regular meeting of the Ladies’ falling from a toboggan slide.
F. C. Yost, D. D., pastor. Services next Sun
day at 10 a. m. Sunday School at 9. Junior Aid Society of Trinity Reformed
Christian Endeavor at 2 p. m., and Senior O. church will be held at the home of
R em arkable School Record.
E. at 7 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. M. T. Huusicker,
St. James’ Church, Lower Providence, Rev. Ironbridge, next Monday evening.
Miss Carrie Arnold, of this year's
F. S. Ballentine, rector. Morning service and
graduating
class of the Milton High
sermon, 10.30. Sunday School, 1.46 p. m. Eve
School,
did
not miss a day nor was
ning service and sermon,; 3.
Holy Com
F arm ers’ Institutes.
munion, First Sunday in the month. All are
she tardy once since she entered
Jason Sexton, H. H. Fetterolf, fjae public schools as a pupil in the
cordially invited and weleome.
St. Luke’s Reformed ’Church, Trappe, Rev. atjd Jesse Krieble, met recently and primary department 12 years ago.
S L. Messinger, S. T. I)., pastor. Sunday decided upon the holding of Far'
The distinction attained by her has
School at 8.46 a. m. Preaching every Sunday at
10 a. m. and 7.45 p. m. Junior Endeavor prayer mers’ Institutes at East Greenville, very few,- if any, parallels in the
meeting at 2 p. m. Y. P. S O. E. prayer meet Sch wenksville, Centre Point, and
State. The sebool board recognized
ing at 6.45 p. m. Bible study meeting on King of Prussia, next winter.
tbi# remarkable record by present
Wednesday evening at 8 o’clock. All are most
cordially invited to attend the servlees.
ing her with a handsome gold
Jurors.
United Evangelical Church, Trappe Circuit,
watch.
Rev. Geo. R. Riffert, pastor. Services for the
The following are among the jury
coming Sabbath will be as follows: Limerick—
B ass Season Opened Monday.
Preaching at 10 a. m.j Sunday School at 9 a.m.; men doing service at civil court,
O. E. at 7.30 p. m. Trappe—Prayer meeting at Norristown, this week: Edward W.
The season for fishing for bass
10a. m.; Sunday Scqool at 2 p. m.; at 7.45 p. m David, Collegeville; Daniel Shuler,
opened Monday, and numerous
a special and enjoyable Children’s Day program
Geo. E. Hare, Trappe; Harry fisherman have been promptly
will be rendered. All are invited.
Thomas, Edward Lockert, Harry availing themselves of the recur
Harley; Joseph Fitzwater. Upper ring opportunity to try their luck
Passenger trains leave Collegeville for Phila
delphia : 7.08, 7.45,11.30 a. m., 6.05 p. m. Sun Providence John D. Frantz, Harry with rods, reels and hooks, in the
days—7.11 a. m., 6.33 p. m. For Allentown:
7.45,11.02a. m., 3.22, 6.05 p. m. Sundays-^.30 Plush, Lower Providence.
Perkiomen and other streams. A
a. m., 7.39 p. m.
contemporary avers that with the
Automobilist Paid for W recking
opening of the bass season began
encouragement for an increase in
Carriage.
H om e and Abroad.
Last week ’Squire Wilson, of the membership of 'the Ananias
Eagleville, received $25 from the club. This is cruel.
—After
Harrisburg automobilist whose ma
—Days of dust
Died in H er 94th Year.
chine wrecked the carriage of
Mrs.'Susanna Kulp, widow of the
—Everybody welcomedthe rain, Henry Fegley, of Evansburg, some
time ago. Mr. Fegley had placed late John Kulp, died Tuesday of
Dem ocratic C hairm an Can Keep
Monday.
a Secret.
the settlement of damages in the last week at her home in Skippack,
•
—There will soon be many . sum
hands of the ’Squire.
in
her
94th
year.
Mrs..
Kulp
was
The
many
friends
of
Assistant
mer bonders in the Perkiomen
the mother of Prof. H. D. Kulp, District-Attorney Charles D. Mc© Valley,
Death.
decrd., a well known instructor, and Avoy of Norristown were greatly
—Including Collegeville and
Landis Kutz, son of the late Dan grandmother of Mrs. P. K. Gable, surprised, Saturday morning, when
vicinity, of course.
iel and Sallie Kutz, of Lancaster, of the Rambo House, Norristown. he quietly announced that he had
—Festival in the Episcopal died at the residence of his uncle, She represented the first of five been married to Mrs. Alice M.
church grove, Evansburg, next Abram K. Landis, Norris st., Phila generations. The funeral was held Kane, on November 16, 1907. The
Saturday evening.
delphia, Wednesday of last week, Sunday morning, at the Upper ceremony was performed by Rev.
aged
8 years. The funeral was Mennonite meetinghouse, Skippack. Richard A. Gleason, O. S. A., of
—Michael Curry, a former resi
Tompkinsville Academy, Staten
held
on
Saturday. Services at the
dent of Norristown, died at the
W hite Rose on Red Rose Bush.
Island, New York, a former profes
River
Brethren’s
church,
GratersCounty Home last Thursday.
Mrs.
ford at 11.30 a. m.; undertaker J.
W. R. Wilson of Huntingdon, Pa., sor at Villanova College.
—A turkey gobbler, belonging to L. Bechtel in charge.
Kane,
now
Mrs.
McAvoy,
was
has an oddity at his home in the
H. R. Rittenhouse, of Upper Provi
form of a perfectly white rose formerly tbe wife of Edward Kane
dence, is engaged hatching out 15
blooming on a rose bush which has Esq., prominent in politics and law,
Drowned.
chicken eggs.
James Hager, of Lansdale, was borne only red roses, and on which who died several years ago.
—Quite a number of city guests drowned in the Schuylkill near all the other flowers now blooming
A Suggestive Story.
were entertained at Glen wood over Norristown, Monday, With three are red. The rose is a climbing ram
Sunday.
bler,
and
about
eight
feet
from
the,
Alfred
Truman, a well-known
companions he had started to fish
ground
up
the
house
the
one
perJ
Jefferson
country
lumberman, tells
—Burgess Clamer intends to when he decided to take a siwm.
fectly
white
rose
has
grown,
stand
this
story
on
the
Philadelphia,
build one or two more houses. The His . companions protested, accord
town needs them. It is believed ing to their statement, but he per ing out prominenty among the red milkman in The Brookville Re
publican. He says a rich lawyer,
that a dozen more dwellings in this sisted, became affected with cramp, ones surrounding it.
name not mentioned, keeps a fine
borough could be quickly rented. . and was drowned. His compan
Tbe Faringer-H endrfckson Wedding. stock of dairy cows on the outskirts
ions
were
locked
up
at
City
Hall,
—Laziness begins in cobwebs and
pending an investigation.
In Trinity Reformed church, on of the city, and one day last sum
ends in chains.—Spanish.
Tuesday evening at 6.30 o’clock. mer same poor children were per
—Milk dealers of Pennsburg and
Miss Stella Elizabeth Faringer, mitted to go over this farm, and at
Two H orses Killed by Lightning.
vicinity have reduced prices from
daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. F. ‘P.’ the close of their inspection each
During the electrical and rain
6 to 5 cents a quart.
child was given a glass of milk from
storm, Monday, lightning struck Faringer, of this borough, was mar
one
of the finest cows of tbe herd..
—Over 5000 cigars were stolen the barn on 'the premises of Jacob ried to Mr. Roscoe Fort Hendrick
“
How
do you like it, boys?” asked
son,
of
Woodcliffe-on-Hudson,
N.
J,.
from the factory of M. Kinports, at H. Tyson in Skippack township,
ân attendant, when the little fellows
The
ceremony
was
performed
in
the
Epbrata, last week.
near the Dunkard meetinghouse,
had drained their glasses. “ Fine!
—Falling from a high ladder, and killed two horses. Another presence of a large number of the Fine*!” said one youngster, and after
Michael Foley, a watchman at a horse, standing iu- a stall next to relatives and friends of the con-a a pause he added: “ I wisht our
Pottstown industrial plant, lay the other horses, was considerably tracting parties, by the Rev. *3)ri milkman kept a cow. ”
unconscious ten hours before he affected by the shock. The horses F. C. Yost. Miss Elizabeth R.
were insured in the Perkiomen Val Yerkes, of Areola, was maid of
was found, badly hurt.
ley Fire Insurance Company. The honor and Mr. James Logan, Jr., of Large Crowd at Firem en’s Festival
—The world has not yet learned
Dover, N. J., best man. The bride
The annual festival of the College
barn was not damaged.
the friches of frugality.—Cicero.
was given away by her brother, D„ ville Fire Company in Burgess
—Three farmers of Seyfert, sold M achinery in Power Plant Dam aged Reiner Faringer. Tbe ushers were:1 Clamer’s park, Saturday evening,
Mr. James A. Hendrickson, of Red was largely attended, many persons
1000 bushels of shelled corn at 80
by Lightning.
Bank, N. J.; Mr. J. Abbot Owen, of coming from a considerable dis
cents per bushel, the highest price
Monday, while electricity and Philadelphia, and Mr. Winfred R. tance. While good music was being
realized for corn by Berks farmers
rain were much in evidence in this Landis, of Collegeville. A reception rendered by the Germania Band of
for many years.
locality, the large power plant of the followed the ceremony at the home Norristown the waiters were kept
—Either Congressman I. P. Wan- Schuylkill Valley Traction Com of tbe bride. The newly married busy serving cream, berries, can
ger or Congressman Charles A. pany, was strubk by lightning and couple were the recipients of many’ dies, &c. Those who served as
Broome will deliver the oration in a dynamo attached to a large tu r useful and valuable gifts. Mr. and waiters at the long tables were:
connection with Pottstown’s big bine engine became heated to such Mrs. Hendrickson will be at home Carl Bechtel, Alphames Barndt,
Fourth of July demonstration.
an extent as to require the prompt in Woodcliffe-on-Hudson after Sep Harry Bartmah, Merrell Yost,
—Andrew Hersher died in Nor use of hose and water, and the re tember 1. The bride is a native of Laureta Scheui'en, Viola Bolton,
ristown Hospital from burns re sulting damage amounts to several this vicinity, and well known and Florence Seheuren, Helen Keyser,
ceived at Swedeland furnace iu an thousand dollars. The other dyna esteemed by many friends. The Margaret Reiff. The gross receipts
accident in which Henry De Haven mo and turbine engine being out of groom is engaged in the lumber amounted to about $180. The fire
service on account of repairs being business. He is a nephew of Gov men extend hearty thanks to those
was killed.
made, much delay in the operation ernor Fort of New Jersey.
who contributed cakes and candy,
—E. B. Conard, the anti-Penrose of cars was necessitated.
The
to the generous and efficient waiters
and local option candidate for As through cars to Pottstown, depend
How’s T his?
and to all who patronized the
sembly, entertained his friends at a ing upon the high tension current,
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for festival.
case of Catarrh that cannot be cured
feast of strawberries swimming in could only be operated as far as the any
by taking Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
cream at his Port Kennedy home.
sub-station on the private right of
F. J_ CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
A Grand Family Medieine.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
way.
“It gives me pleasure to speak a good
Cheney tor the last 15 years, and believe him
—In a dispute over a transfer,
perfectly honorable in all business trans word for Electric Bitters,” writes Mr. Frank
Edward Sheetz, a Jeffersonville
actions and financially able to carry out' any Conlan, of No 436 Houston St., New York.
The Best Pills Ever Sold.
“ It’s a grand family medicine for dyspepsia
obligation made by his firm.
carriage merchant, alleges that
“ After doctoring 15 years for chronic indi
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin, Wholesale and liver complications; while for lame
Lewis Deegan, a Schuylkill Valley gestion, and speeding over two hundred Druggists, Toledo, O.
back and weak kidneys it cannot be too
nothing has done me as much good
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, highly recommended.” Electric Bitters
Traction
Company
conductor, dollars,
as Dr. King’s New Life Pills. I cdnsider acting directly upon the blood and mucous regulate the digestive functions, purify the
knocked him down. Deegan was them the best pills ever sold,” writes B. F. surfaces of the system. Price 75c. per bot blood, and impart renewed vigor and vital
Ayscue, of Ingleside, N. C. Sold under tle. Sold by all druggists. Testimonials ity to the weak and debilitated of both
arrested and held for a further guarantee
at Joseph W. Culbert’s drug free.
sexes. Sold under guarantee at Joseph W.
hearing.
store. 25d.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation Culbert’s drug store. 50c.

Baseball.

■The local baseball team met de
feat at the hands of the Humane
Fire Company of Royersford, on
Saturday. The game was fairly
well played with the exception of
the first few innings when the
Collegeville boys found consider
able difficulty in apprehending the
elusive spheroid.
John Yost
pitched well, striking out fourteen
batsmen. There is some disagree
ment as to the score. Some claim
that the final result was 8 to 6,
while others maintain that the final
result was 10 to 6.
The 8 to 6
score, however, appears to be the
correct one. The locals have a
strong combination and with more
experience in playing together they
will be hard to beat. The score by
innings:
R. H. E.
Royersford-2 3 1 0 0 0 2 0 0-8 8 3
Collegev’le-0 0 00 2 0 2 2 0-6 6 5
Batteries, for Collegeville, Yost
and Robison; for Royersford, Gra
ter and Saylor.
Linfield will be played this Sat
urday afternoon at 3 o’clock on the
home grounds.
Bride and Groom Ride in Farm Cart.

Some time ago a young lady,
formerly a teacher of one of the
Upper Providence schools, was
united in matrimony, and in com
pany with her prize she set out to
visit.some of her Upper Providence
friends, among whom is a yonng
lady who can drive fractious and
speedy horses and conduct a farm,
if required to do so. This lady, ad
vised as to the time the bride and
groom wofild reach Perkiomen sta
tion, hitched a horse to a farm cart
and was on hand with colors flying
when the train came in. The newly
married couple gdt aboard; the big
wheels of the cart went round to
ward the big farm on the hill. Just
how it was contrived that the „bed
of the cart should tilt and dump out
■the groom at a particular place, the
writer is not advised, but tbe driver
knows, and the groom knows that
be slid, fumbled, and tumbled, and
that both the bride and driver
laughed. The slight portion of the
honeymoon period spent in that
farm cart will be remembered for
many a day, as will the lady who
utilized a farm cart for a very un
usual purpose.
Thinks It Saved His Life.

Lester M. Nelson, of Naples, Maine, says
in a recent letter : ‘ I have used Dr. King’s
New Disfovery many years, for coughs and
colds, and I think it saved pay life, I have
found it a reliable remedy for throat and
lung complaints, and and would no more be
without a bottle than I would , be without
food.” ' For nearly forty years New Discov
ery has stood at the head of throat and lung
remedies. As a preventive of pneumonia
and healer of weak lungs it has no equalSold under guarantee at Joseph W. Cul.
bert’s drug store. 50c. and $1.00. Trial
bottle free.

Unveiling of W ayne S tatu e
a t Valley Forge.

The unveiling of the General
Wayne -statue at Valley Forge next
Saturday, June 20, at 1. 30 p. m.,
will be a notable event. Tbe pro
gram will begin with music by the
Phoenix Military Band. The statue
will be unveiled by Lydia BushBrown, of Newburgh, N. Y., a
daughter of the sculptor. Beale’s
Philadelphia Band will play the
“Star Spangled Banner.’’The statue
will be transferred to Thomas J.
Stewart, Adjutant General of the
State, by John A. Herman, a mem
ber of the commission, and Mr.
Stewart vyill make a speech of ac
ceptance. The oration of the day
will be delivered by ex-Govenor
Pennypacker. Henry H. BushBrown, the sculptor, will be in
troduced by Mr. Cadwalader, and
the benediction will be given by
the Rev. Joseph E. Sagebeer, pas
tor of the Great Valley Baptist
Church. A number of salutes will
be fired.
Surprise Party.

A very pleasant surprise party
was -tendered Miss Myrtle P.
Weikel, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. J. G. Weikel, of Trappe, iu
honor of her birthday, Friday even
ing. The evening was spent in
playing various games. Music was
furnished by Miss Anna Weikel of
Trappe and Miss Laureta Spheuren, of Collegeville., After re
freshments had been served all de
parted for their homes at a late
hour, wishing Miss Weikel many
more such happy birthdays. Among
those present were:
Mr. and Mrs. John G. Weikel, Harold
Weikel, Mr. and Mrs. Oliver D. Bechtel,
Earl Bechtel, Leland" and Mildred Bech
tel, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Walters, Clifford
Walters, Mr. and Mrs. A, Wesley Poley,
Florence Swartley, Lottie Hale, Sadie
Burbage, Flora Hess, Elizabeth Austerberry, Viola Shainline, Elsie Walters, J.
Warren Poley, Miles Austerberry, Chris
tian Wismer, Jacob Miller, Jacob Slotterer, Theodore Messer, Eldwin- Miller,
John McHarg, Charles Simons, John
Simons, Winfield Harley, Penrose Wal
ters, Arthur Ash, Chas. Peterman,
Albert Greiner, Emma Winnick, Clayton
Overdorf, Ira and Arthur Overdorf,
Grace Swartley, Kathryn Rahn, Emma
Keck, Estella -Rahn, William Speilman,
Lloyd Yerger, Clarence Bechtel, Edward
Walters, Charles Wismer, Abraham Hunsicker, Kathryn Sherrick, Eva May
Thompson, Maggie Reiff, Grace Saylor,
Laureta-Scheuren, Mary Bartman, Anna
Weikel, Mary Weikel, Edna Teal, Warren
Thompson, Walter Zollers, Rev. G. R.
Riffert, Melville Sommers.
PERSONAL.

Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Haldeman,
of Skippack, were the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Jacob Bolton, Sunday.
Mrs. J. H. Hendricks is visiting
Rev. C. E. Wehler and family at
Newton, N. C.
Mrs. Allen Griffin, of Mont Clare,
was the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
David Culp and family, Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Fetterolf
automobiled from Wyncote to this
borough, Sunday afternoon, and
visited Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Fetter
olf.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. David, of
Germantown, were tbe guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Edward David* over
Sunday.
Editor Robarts and Harvey Hunsberger, of Phoenixville, were in
town Saturday evening, on their
way to attend a meeting of the
Masonic Lodge at Trappe.
Miss Mira Beard ie on the sick
list.
Misses Flora and Emma Paiste, of
Philadelphia, visited Miss Tillie
Gristock last week.
Professor and Mrs. C. G. Haines .
are visiting the former’s parents in
Dover, York county.
Dr. and Mrs.’ Roth of Spring
Grove, York county, were visitors
in lown last week.
Mrs. John Barrett and son
George are spending several days
at Atlantic City.
Mrs. Challen is in New York ^
attending a wedding.
Mrs. George Patterson, of near
Areola, is seriously ill with a can
cerous affection.
Winfred Landes has returned
home from State College for his
summer vacation.
F. W. Pahre entertained a num
ber of relatives from Philadelphia,
Sunday.
Dr. and Mrs. S. D. Cornish were
visited last Thursday by a number
of friends from Philadelphia. The
guest were entertained with a
drive to Valley Forge.
Mr. and Mrs. Tibbals, of Phila
delphia, were the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. F. W. Gristock, Saturday and
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. William Daub were
iiTPottstown, Friday.
Miss Mary Bartman is visiting
relatives in Philadelphia.

LOCAL AND COUNTY NEWS, PUBLIC SALES, ETC
Contributed
Jottings From Limerick.
Longing for Home.
Mr. and Mrs. John Kulp, of
• A taomesiok child, her tear-stained face,
Fagleysville,
were the guests of
Close to sheltering tree,
Mr. and Mrs. Isaiah Tyson, Sun
In anguish wept for sight of home,
The loved ones, longed to see.
day.
Far west in orchard green she wef>t,
Superintendent Landis held an
Far east the home folks were;
examination of teachers for Potts’Twas her first jorirney to kind friends, grove and Limerick in Missimer’s
Who would gently rear her.
schoolhouse, Saturday. The class
The chikTgrieved most for her mother,
numbered twenty. The appoint
And little sister dear;
“I shall see them no more,” she sobbed, ment of teachers by the Directors
will be made later.
And would not comfort hear.
The Children’s Day exercises in
Prophetic words. He took the twain,
At passing of the year;
the' U. E. church, Sunday evening,
The absent one returned to find
were well attended and a very good
Bereft, the home so dear.
gram was presented.
In after years when time had healed
Next Sunday evening, June 21,
Her overwhelming grief.
Children’s
Day exercises will be
Love’s tendrils torn from earthly stay
held in the Evangelical church and
Clung to this sweet belief.
an interesting occasion is antici
Ideal fine the master hath
For us when trials come;
pated.
With courage let. us bear life’s ills,
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Neiffer spent
At last His praise, "Well done.” '» Sunday with Augustus Neiffer and
I. G. H.
family, near Neiffer’s store.
Trappe, Pa., June 15, 1908.

Gennaria; oration.—John Bechtel;
instrumental duet—Mrs. G. L. Par
sons and Miss V. Kurtz; reading—
Katherine Detwiler; violin solo—
Elias Detwiler; recitation—Chrissie
V. Walters; vocal solo—Eva Ashenfelter.

FROM OAKS.

following Sunday will be the 28,
and a cordial invitation is extended
to, all to come out and bear Rev. Mr.
Ege’s sermon on the evening of that
day. Don’t forget time and date.
This week will settle the question
of who will be nominated at theConvention at Chicago, and soon we
will know the news from Denver.
Then the political battle will be on,
and e ’er the frost is on the pump
kin and the squash is good and ripe,
the political fight will be on in earn
est, and we can only waitin patience
until the wee sma’ hours of Tues
day, November 2, for the result.
About seven hundred children
and grown people from a Baptist
church in Philadelphia visited Val
ley Forge park on Saturday, Five
large every day wagons conveyed
them over the park and they were
not sufficient.

3

.
A square piano for sale, very cheap.
F
Apply at
or sa te

P

UBTIC SATE OF

FRESH COWS!

FRY’S COLLEGEVILLE LIVERY.

.
One 7-foot lawn settee, 2 single
A
chairs, flower vase. Price, $30. Apply to
n t iq u e w o r k f o r sa t e

Will he sold at public sale on MONDAY,
JUNE 22, 1908, atPerkiomen Bridge hotel,
30 fresh cows with calves, and a few close
springers. Also one stock bull. Gentle
men, these cows are another lot of good
GREAT BARGAIN.
A fine, nearly new upright piano; ones from Centre county. They have the
will sell for $150 cash, if sold at once. Ad size, shape and qualities that will please
you. Remember day and date—Monday,
dress
C., INDEPENDENT,
6-11.
•
Collegeville, Pa. June 22. Sale at 2 o’clock. Conditions
by ~
J. W. MITTERLING.
L. H. Ingram, auct. J. W. S. Gross, clerk.
r a ss a n d o ats fo r sa te.
Seven acres of good mixed grass and
acres of oats. Apply to
AT 10 O’CLOCK A. M.
JOHN H. SPANG,
6-11.
Eagleville, Pa. jp U B T IC SATE OF

6-11.

JOSEPH JEWELL, Trappe. Pa.

A

Fourteen days of J une have passed
and gone with Sunday, and no rain.
Local option could riot be more ef
fective than a spell of dry weather.
It is good cprn weather, and our
friend Howard Yocum has corn two
feet high. Corn can stand dry
weather, but it 'needs thé appolis
tN T E D .
showers to make things grow. The
Grain and Grass !
A middled-aged woman, or girl,
other evening there was a show for
for general housework; must be a good
Will be sold a t public sale on MONDAY,
a shorter, but it did not materialize,
cook. Two in family. Apply to
JUNE 22, 1908, on the farm of the under
MRS. CHAS. A. LODER,
a streak of white cloud reaching
signed
in Upper Providence township,
5 21.
Areola, Pa.
from horizon to horizon like unto a
three-fourths of a mile southeast -from
Black Rock, 18 acres of Timothy and
rainbow, but without thè symmetry
Mixed Grass, and 5 .acres of Wheat, in
h r e s h in g a n d w o o d of a rainbow was noticed. This
Tuesday, June 16.
lots to suit purchasers. Sale at 10 o’clock
s a w in g .
phenomena lasted for a half hour or
We will be ready, July 1, to do thresh a. m. Conditions by
Albert F. King, sixty years old, was
about as long as the expected rain, found
JONAS R. LANDIS.
ing and wood-sawing with gasoliae en
dead in bed at Norristown, Pa.
power. Prompt and satisfactory J. F. Fetterolf, Auctioneer.
which did not materialize.
Henry Lentz, eighty-one years old, gine
wotk and reasonable prices,. Apply to or
A. J. Brower is â good gardener dropped dead from heat in the street address
SAYLOR & GIJtSSON,
Bell ’phone No. 45 M.
Near Eagleville. jp iJ B T IC SATE OF
Mr. Irwin, purchaser of the John and raises everything that can be at Pittsburg.
Harry A. Axtell, city treasurer of
raised or grown, and has the finest
Spang
property,
took
possession
of
Ironbridge E choes.
kind of head salad.- We know it is Bloomington, Ind., is short in his ac ■VTOTfCB.
the premises on Tuesday.
Personal Property!
so, for we sampled it. He has string counts about $60,000 and is under ar _IN In the Orphans’ Court of Montgom
The home of the late Reiff Godery
County,
Pa.:
On
May
22,
1908,
was
Wilson Stauffer is now engaged beans, the first in the market.
rest.
Will be sold at public sale on FRIDAY,
shalk is to be sold on Saturday,
presented to said Court the petition, of JUNE
19, 1908, a t Ogden’s hotel, IronSix men were seriously, but not fa Jacdb
at painting at Gilbertsville.
Lambert, setting forth that Jacob bridge, Pa.,
Theodore
Smoyer
has
been
re
the following personal prop
June 20.
tally, injured when an automobile went
Sr., and wife by deed dated April erty: Gray working
horse, surrey in good
Mr. and Mrs. Gallagher and son, pairing the roads, and finds Brower over an embankment in Hays borough, Custer,
1,
1854,
and
recorded
at
Norristown
in
Children’s Day services were
2 top buggies, one a rubber tire,
Deed Book No. 336, page 290, granted condition,
of Philadelphia, spent Saturday and avenue at the junction of Main near Pittsburg.
.
and both good as new; no-top
held in Uniou chapel on Sunday^ Sunday with B. P. Schlicht^r and street to have been in ancient days
buggy, in good condition, and a
A parcels post agreement between unto Jacob Custer, Jr., in fee a messuage
a brickbat yard. There are rio the United States and France was and tract of land in Lower Providence
few. other wagons; wagon pole
evening. These exercises were
township,
said
oounty,
containing
123
family.
'With straps complete, good as
records to prove there was a brick signed by Postmaster General Meyer acres and 84 perches; and that John Stin
very well attended and no one in
new; 3 sets light single harness, set surrey
bat plant other than that of the and Ambassador Jusserand of France. son and wife, by deed dated December 1, harness,
Raymond
and
LeRoy
Holt,
of
as new; set double harness,
the audience was disappointed.
1853, and recorded in Deed Book No. 336, about 40 good
plant that is here, the sale of
halters', some good as new; lot
Philadelphia, were the guests of brick
page
295,
conveyed
unto
Jacob
Custer
a
Wednesday,
June
17.
which did not come off, as it was
A meeting of the Ladies’ Aid So
tract of land in said township containing blankets, whips, neck ropes, buckets,
Mrs. Sara Hartzell, Sunday.
John B. Roach, the ship builder, died 6 acres and 48 perches, and that the title sprinkling pots, curry combs, brushes,
postponed. We hear there is ari im
ciety of Trinity Reformed church
rakes, forks, fly straps, brooms, and many
Miss Cora Herman, of Philadel-. fluence that rules everything to a suddenly of apoplexy at his home in of the said Jacob Custer to said land had other articles top numerous to mention.
was to be held at M. T. Hunsicker’s
become
vested
in
the
petitioner
by
mesne
contrary, so much so when the com Chester, Pa.
are all in good condition and
That John Reese and Anna, Thesebegoods
on Monday evening, but was post phia,. spent Sunday with Emma pany makes an attempt to start up
sold for want of use. Sale at one
In a fit of jealousy, Charles Roth- .conveyance.
his wife, by deed dated March 30, 1797, will
Keck.
o’clock
p,
m.
Conditions cash.
poned on account of inclement
this influence is brought to bear well shot his wife and then killed him and recorded in Deed Book No. 10, page
P. H. NYCE.
408,
had
conveyed
to
Christian
Rosen
self
at
their
home,
near
Huntingdon,
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Spare, of against it. When an attempt is
L. H. Ingram, auct.
weather.
berger,
inter
alia,
said
tract
No.
-1,
and
made to sell, this influence says no, W. Va.
the said Christian Rosenberger bad died
Mr. J. R. Dorworth was in town Norristown, were the guests of and so the works remain idle. The
intestate leaving to survive him bis p iJ B T I C NATE OF
Mrs.
Spare’s
parents,
Sunday.
on Monday. He was out on a fish
widow, Elizabeth Rosenberger, and eiqbt
force looking after the thing has
Court of Montgom- | children, to wit: David, John, Jacob,
Ephraim Scheffey, of Erie, Pa., been reduced to three where five ery County, Orphans’
ing trip and succeeded in catching
Pennsylvania.
Ann wife of Samuel Heckler, Barbara,
HEAL ESTATE
was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. were required.
On June 1, 1908, was presented the peti Hetty, Maria, and Christian; and that
three good sized bass.
tion
¿f
George
W.
Kochersperger,
repre
partition of his real estate including
i Reuben Scheffey, Sunday and Mon
The sun looked down Saturday senting, inter alia, that he is the owner of upon
AND
PERSONAL PROPERTY!
inter alia the above land, the Orphans’
Mr. H. T. Hunsicker and son
and saw not one but exclaimed, my, a certain tract of 16 acres and 35 perches, Court
of Montgomery county had award
day.
Will be offered at public sale on SAT
Stanley also spent Monday in the
situate in the township of Lower Provi ed to Jacob Rosen berger lot No. 2 thereof URDAY,
JUNE 20, 1908, on the premises
Merchant T. D. Kline 'visited,, his isn’t It hot 1
dence, County of Montgomery and State containing 85 acres and- 47 perches and at Ironbridge,
“ happy fishing grounds,” and suc
the real estate and per
A
party
out
fishing
the
other
eve
of
Pennsylvania,
on
the
westerly
side
pf
that
the
said
Jacob
Rosenberger
executed
sonal property of Mrs. Louise H. Gottceeded in capturing ten of the son William at’ the Kutztown Nor ning saw some parties catching the the Ridge Turnpike Road adjoining the recognizances and bonds dated October 11, shalk:
Good 2J£ story 11-room brick
1826, each-conditioned for the payment of
Church lot.
mal School, last Thursday.
house, front porch, double side
jolly bull frog. Well, if they didn’t Baptist
speckled beauties.
That on November 20, 1837, certain real $227.45 on or before August. 15, 1826, and
porch, 2-story bay' window, with
■ Trinley’s mill will be closed after catch them, they appeared to be estate of which the above was a part was the further sum of $113.72—1-2 immediately
southern exposure; everything in
after
.the
decease
of
Elizabeth
Rosenberger,
Vested
in
Benjamin
Davis,
who
being
so
making
a
try.
It
is
out
of
season
5 p. m. on Saturdays during the
good repair, all modern conveniwidow
of
Christian
Rosenberger,
unto
his
thereof
seized,
died
intestate
on
or
about
for this kind of sport.
Item Is From Trappe,
bath with toilet, hot and cold
October 16, 1837, leaving a widow, Jemima said seven brothers and sisters and that
summer season.
stationary
range, cement cellar un
and four children, Thomas Davis, all of said bonds were satisfied for the der whole house, hot-air
parties attended the festi Davis,
The heavy rain on Monday re
heater in cellar,
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Gilbert, of valSeveral
Ann
(inter-married
with
Joseph
Abra
first
payment
but
that
no
satisfaction
had
given at Black Rock for the hams), Nathan Davis and Jesse Davis, been entered upon any of said bonds for four rooms on first floor, 4 rooms and bath
vived the growing crops and was Norristown, were entertained by
Second floor, 2 on third floor, open hall
benefit of the Oaks Fire Company. and two grandchildren, Ann 'Elizabeth the amount payable after the death of the on
and stairrtay vestibule. Lot 60 by 150 ft.
of great benefit to the farmers.
Mr, and Mrs. B. F. Rambo at The attendance was fairly good. Miller and Benjamin Davis Miller, child widow.
Two-story
frame stable on rear of lot,
of Elizabeth, second child of intestate,
THAT in the proceedings in partition in
The Royersford Band furnished the ren
for 2 horses and 3 wagons. Also
M. H. Keeler visited his mother Willow Glen, Sunday.
who was inter-married with Henry Miller the estate of Christian Rosenberger, stabling
music. We bad the pleasure of and who died during the life time of her Tract No. 1 was ordered to be sold and lot of choice fruit and shrubbery, several
at Perkasie, Sunday.
choice varieties of cherries, pears, and
' Mrs. Rebecca and Lydia Laver sampling a cake baked by a young father.
that a sale thereof to John Stinson was
fine nuts, pecans, almond, hazel
That under proceedings of the Orphans’ approved by the Court and the widow’s apples,
and chestnut, several fine varieties of
Wm. Moyer and daughter, of and Miss Daisy Hartenstine, of lady of Gieseburg, a good one at Court
of
Montgomery
County
instituted
as shown by the account of the ad grapes. Also, at same time, furniture,.,
Philadelphia, and Miss Ella Baker, Pottstown, spent Sunday with Mr. that. We have very little appetite November 20, 1837, partition was had in dower
was $1731.66, and that the carpets, dishes, cooking utensils, and
for cake, but this cake was the finest the estate of Benjamin Davis, deceased; ministrators
and
Mrs.
Hartenstein.
said
Elizabeth
Rosenberger released her whatever goes to the furnishing of a house.
of Norristown, were the guests of
and appealed to our appetite and we that the jury of inquest appraised, and dower in said tract sold to John Stinson Also
light set. of harness, and
Rev. and Mrs. Haws and daugh paid our respects to it and add our valued Tract No. 2 being composed of two containing 110 acres and 181 perches but lot ofphaeton,
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Wisler, Sun
Sale to begin at 1 o’clock,
tracts, one of them being said tract of 16 that the heirs of Christian Rosenberger sharp. tools.
Conditions on day of sale.
ter Olivet spent several days at best respects to the young lady who acres and 35 perches at Sixtv-five Dollars did not Join in said release and the said
day.
L. H. INGRAM, Auctioneer.
baked it. O. F. C. was nicely orna per acre, which was adjudged to Jesse real estate remained charged with the
Mr. and Mrs. Howard , Reiff and Lansdale last week.
Davis;
that
said
Jesse
Davis
entered
into
mented on the top of said cake. \ All
principal sum of said dower.
The L. A. C. baseball team will the delicacies of the markets were a recognizance in the sum of Nine Thous THAT Jacob Rosenberger, having died
daughter visited in Pottstown on
ANTE RE.
and Six Hundred and 30-100 Dollars, con
Persons who desire pasture,can be ac
cross bats with Trappe on Satur in evidence, and peaches and cream ditioned to pay the other heirs at law of intestate seized of said 85 acres and 47
Sunday.
commodated
bv applying to
perches
left
a
widow
Mary
and
issue
seven
descent the respective shares due to
HUGH McL a u g h l in , Trappe, Pa.
children,
to-wit:
Susanna,
Catharine,
Henry Shuler trolleyed to Ring day, June 20, on the Limerick were on dit. Mine host of the Black said
said
heirs
which
said
recognizance
and
the
Rock knows how to make things moneys due thereon became a charge or Ann, Elizabeth, Mary, Jesse, Jacob and
ing Rocks Park and Boyertown, grounds.
pleasant and knows how to cater to lien on said land (see Recognizance Docket Benjamin F., and that said land was sold
o t ic e .
Mr. and Mrs. Albert March, of the public taste. The Fire Company No. 2, page 240); that more than twenty- bv order of court for the payment of debts
last Saturday.
Notice is hereby given that the un
one years has elapsed since thé principal ol the said Jacob Rosenberger, deceased, dersigned has made application for the re
will
have
a
festival
on
their
own
Perkiomenville,
spent
Sunday
with
subject to the dower of the widow of
During the electrical and rain
of
said
encumbrance
or
recognizance
be
newal
of Certificate No. 5—36, for 15 shares
grounds Saturday evening, July 11. came due and payable, and no payment of Christian Rosenberger, deceased, and a
storm, Monday, a large tree on- the his father, Wm. March.
proportionable part of ,the residue of the of common stock of Reading Company,
principal or interest has been made within purchase
Mrs.
Mahoney,
of
Haddon
field,
N.
money to remain in the premises issued to Lucinda T. 'Miller and dated the
Horace Rosen berger was a caller J., visited her sisters, the Misses the said period of twenty-one years on ac
premises of Prof. J. K. Harley was
first day of December, 1904, the same hav
count of said encumbrance or charge by as a dower fund for the widow of Jacob ing been lost or destroyed. Finder will
struck by lightning and splintered at A. P. Fritz’s, Sunday afternoon. Patton, Saturday.
the present owner or owners of said land, Rosenberger, deceased, the principal of please return to
to such an extent that the tree will
so far as can be ascertained, by any of said dower fund to be paid to the heirs
The card of F. C. Poley, tinsmith,
LUCINDA T. MILLER,
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Bevan, of or
the predecessors in title, nor has any de and legal representatives of said Jacob
Trappe, Montgomery Go., Pa.
probably die.
appears on the third page of this Royersford, visited their parents, mand been made for payment of said Rosenberger, deceased, and the amount 5-14-4t.
principal or interest within said period of due the dower fund of Christian RosenMisses Gertrude and Ethel Sipple paper. Mr. Poley understands his Saturday.
berger’s estate being fixed at $1013.72 and
twenty-one years. -,
o r nate.
the dower fund in the estate of Jacob
business.
are in Baltimore on a week’s visit.
Miss Rebecca Brower Highley, of That on April 16, 1838, satisfaction was for
A horse-power, thresher and cleaner,
entered on the record by Joseph Abrahams, Rosenberger, deceased, $1089.27.
Philadelphia,
was
a
visitorto
Perkiin
good
Will be sold cheap. Ap
Services in St. James’ Lutheran
On Saturday afternoon the Trappe
THAT no release was to be found of ply to order.
Jessie
Davis,
and
Ann
Elizabeth!
Miller
SAYLOR & GtlSSON,
omen, Saturday.
record
of
the
recognizances
and
bonds
in
"for
all
moneys
due
previous
to-the
death
Near Eagleville.
baseball team will meet the Lim church next Sunday eveniug at
the widow of -Benjamin Davis, de the estate -of Christian Rosenberger as 6-18-3t.
Mr. and Mrs. George Miller, of of
ceased,” and on September 24, 1839, satis fixed in the proceedings ip partition in the
erick A. C. on the home grounds. 7.30. Rev. N. F. Schmidt pastor. Philadelphia,
visited Mr. Miller’s faction was entered by Thomas Davis for tract awarded to Jacob Rosenberger nor
o r nate.
All welcome.
A good game is expected.
Tolouse gander and 2 white Emden
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Christian like moneys; that on June 26, 1847, full of the dower of Elizabeth Rosenberger’in
satisfaction was entered by Joseph Abra the land conveyed tri John Stinson nor of geese; one male and two female goats,
H. H. Allebacb, of Norristown, . Children's Day exercises at St. Miller, Sunday.
hams and Ann, his wife, late Anna Davis, the dower of Mary Rosen berger as charged one of the latter in profit. Apply to
WM. AMTSFELD, Collegeville, Pa.
in the sale of the real estate of Jacob
The Wayne statue has been placed Jesse Davis, and Benjamin D. Miller.
has purchased the Spring Valley James’s Reformed church next SunThat no satisfaction was ever entered of Rosenberger, deceased, to John Stinson,
in
Valley.
Forge
park
and
’will
be
day'a
2.30
p.
m.
All
are
iuvited
to
Creamery property of Prof) J. K.
by Nathan Davis 'for his share of and that all of said encumbrances are
o r nate.
unveiled Saturday afternoon. It is record
said valuation money which was payable charged upon the whole or some portion
Harley. Just what use the new attend,
A first-class one-horse grass mower
an equestrian statue with General prior to the death of the widow of the of the land- of the petitioner; and that for sale
cheap. Apply to
Benjamin Davis, deceased, nor was Mary Rosenberger, widow of Jacob Rod*
owner intends to make of the prop
Wayne on horseback, and all who said
H. M. WILKINSON, Oaks, Pa.
satisfaction ever entered of record by enberger, died many years ago and that
erty is not known, but if there are Paragraphs From Yerkes. have seen it say it is a fine piece of Thomas
Davis and Ann Elizabeth Miller Elizabeth Rosenberger, widow of Christian
workmanship and reflects the great for their'shares Of said valuation money Rosenberger, died many years ago and
o r nate.
any dollars to be made there Henry
Several of our residents spent est credit on the designer and which was payable a t the decease of the that more than twenty-one years have
A farm of 54 acres in the borough of
will make them.
elapsed
since
the
principal
of
said
charges
said
widow
of
Benjamin
Davis,
deceased,
Trappe.
Numerous springs of pure water;
Monday fishing in the Perkiomee. sculptor. The horse and rider was so that the satisfaction of said recogniz became due and payable and that no pay two streams
water running through
Children’s Day services will be Several noteworthy catches were cast by Bureau Bros., Philadelphia. ance is incomplete and invalid as to the ment has been made or demanded from the farm. Enoughoffine
building stone (easily
present
owner,
so
far
as
can
be
ascertained
said
Nathan
Davis
and
as
to
the
said
A
four-horse
band
wagon
will
haul
quarried) on the place to build a town. A
held in the U. E. church next Sun made.
from
his
predecessors
in
the
title,
within
Thomas
Davis
and
Ann
Elizabeth
Miller;
bargain
in
real
estate.
For further infor
passengers over from Port Kennedy.
day evening at 7.30. There will be
the said widow Jemima Davis died twenty-one years; and further represent mation call, Mondays or Tuesdays,
Miss Matilda Bales visited Mr. A regular battery will fire a salute that
to 1847, and your petitioner believes ing that, so far as is known to the peti
AT THIS OFFICE.
beautiful decorations, special gos and Mrs, P. H. Colehower, Sunday. and the Phoenix Military Band will prior
that the said Nathan Davis, -Thomas tioner, all of the persons interested in said
pel singing in,quartets and duets;
Davis, and Ann Elizabeth Miller' have recognizances and bonds and said three
play
Yankee
Doodle
no
doubt,
and
a
Several of our neighbors attended big time is expected all around. Ex- long since been dead. He therefore prays dowers are long since deceased and have P C. BOTEV,
also chorus songs, recitations and
the Court to direct the Sheriff of said no living representatives upon whom per
exercises by the children. All are the funeral of Mrs. Kulp of Lucon, Governor Penny packer will deliver county to give public notice to said sonal service might be made; therefore
Tinsmith and Roofer,
praying the Court to direct the Sheriff to
parties and their respective heirs.
the
oration.
Monday.
heartily welcome.
- Notice is hereby given to Nathan Davis, give-notice to all parties in interest.
LIMERICK,
PA. Roofing and spouting
Mr. and Mrs. John Young, of
We are not wholly undone, or are Thomas Davis, and Ann Elizabeth Miller,
Notice is hereby given to David Rosen
. The Children’s Day exercises in
roofs painted. Repair work a
we on the verge of collapse; but our or their several legal heirs or representa berger, John Rosenberger, Jacob Rosen done;
Spring
City,
visited
Mr.
and
Mrs.
the Reformed church, Sunday morn
tives, to appear in said Court on Tuesday, berger, Ann wife of Samuel Heckler, Bar specialty. Dealer in heaters, ranges, tin
base ball team went to Port Provi July
6-18-3m.
7, 1908, at 10 o’clock a. m.,- to show
Rosenberger, Hetty RoSenberger, ware, galvanized iron, etc.
ing, were interesting throughout, Abram Gotwals, Sunday.
dence and were beaten 23 to 16. cause why the proper decree should not be bara
Maria Rosenberger and Christian Rosen
granted
and
satisfaction
of
said
recogniz
and the auditorium was filled by
Mr. and Mrs. Abram Halteman, There were no reasoris that this
berger, children of Christina Rosenberger,
ance should not be entered upon the deceased, and to Susanna Rosenberger, J C . TYSON,
members of the Sunday School and of Ironbridge, visited Mr. and Mrs. should be so, without it was the record
thereof.
Catharine Rosenberger, Ann Rosenberger,
Port team were the best players.
By the Court,
Elizabeth Rosenberger, Mary Rosenberger,
church and friends. The program James G. Detwiler, Sunday.
M ason and Bricklayer,
The grounds were in no condition
CHAUNCEY J. BUCKLEY, Sheriff. Jesse Rosenberger, Jacob Rosenberger,
included singing by the children of
O.
L.
Evans,
Attorney
for
Petitioner.
LIMERICK, PA.
and Benjamin F. Rosenberger, children of
A letter has been received from to play ball, as the grass interfered
Sheriff’s Office, Norristown, Pa-, June 3, Jacob Rosenberger, deceased, and to all
the primary department, music by John G. Detwiler, who is now em in getting the ball. However, the 1908.
Stone,
brick,
and cement work neatly exe
6-11.
other persons being the heirs and legal cuted. Estimates furnished and contracts
the choir, recitations, and a brief ployed with the Santa Fee and P. & return game must be played, and if
4-30-3m.
representatives of the said Christian Ros taken.
the Ellis diamond there’s a
enberger, deceased, and Jacob Rosenberger,
address by the pastor, Dr.'Mess-, P. Railroad of Prescott, Arizona. on
s
t
a
t
e
n
o
t
i
c
e
.
E
deceased,
who
are
interested
in
the
said
chance for a first-class ball game.
Estate of Ammon Rlinby, late of recognizances or bonds or any or all of J O B S G. SAYLOR,
inger.
Montgomery county, de said three dowers, to appear in the Or
\
•
The Athletic base ball club better Collegeville,
Church
services
in
the
Mennonite
ceased.
Letters testamentary on the above phans’ Court of Montgomery County on
There was a great gathering of
AGENT FOR THE CELEBRATED
be
‘called
home
and
go
into
retire
having been granted the under Tuesday, the 7th day of July, 1908, at 10
the Masonic fraternity in the old church on Sunday evening, June 21, ment, for they are playing losing estate
signed, all persons indebted to said estate o’clock a. m., to show cause why said
The Spring Quarterly meeting of games and are at the wrong end of are requested to make immediate payment, recognizances and bonds .and said three
town Saturday evening. Visiting
and those having legal claims to present dowers should not be released and disbrethren from Mitchell lodge, Ger the Upper Providence Alumni As the list for the pennant.
the safne without delay to
: charged of record from the land bound
PENN TRUST COMPANY,
The Young' People of the Green
thereby. By the court,
mantown, and from a number of sociation will be held in the Men
Norristown,
Pa.
(JHAUNCEY J. BUCKLEY, Sheriff.
Masonic organizations of other nonite schoolhouse bn Saturday Tree church held their social a t Mr. Or its attorney, Wm. F. Dannehewer,
Benjamin Famous’, on Tuesday
Norristown, Pa.
5-7. ’ Larzelere and Gibson, attorneys for
places, to the number of about evening, June 20, at 8 p. m. The evening.
petitioner.
180, were present.
Two special following program will be rendered:
Sheriff’s Office, Norristown, Pa., May 28,
s t a t e n o t ic e .
The
Tombola
Fete
given
by
the
1908.
Estate of William S. Buckwalter,
trolley cars were required to carry A.ddress of welcome (especially for Saint Paul’s Memorial Sunday
late of Lower Providence township, Mont
the visitors from Germantown,, the new graduates) by President V. school on Wednesday evening, was gomery
And the Lion Pence.
counts, Pa., deceased. Letters of r p H E
Philadelphia and Camden. Ice D. Gotwals; quartet—Elias Det a fine affair. By the way, the time administration upon said estate having
.Both are among the very best fencing on
been
granted
to
the
undersigned,
all
per
the market and for cheapness and dura
cream, strawberries, cakes, and wiler, Abram Gotwals, Elmer Got 6.45 p. ■m. should be 7.45, Snnday sons indebted to the estate are requested
-^LAUNCH
E
D
N
A
^
bility
cannot be excelled. For particulars
to make immediate payment, and those
other refreshments were served. wals, John Bechtel; reading—P. evening, June 28, when Rev. Mr. having
claims against the same to pre Will make trips from COLLEGE VILLE apply to
Ege, rectorof Saint Paul’s Memorial,
It was a memorable and happy Reaver; instrumental solo—Freida will deliver his sermon on Recogni sent them without delay to
MILLS to GLEN ISLAND, and return, JOHN G. SAYLOR, Near Eagleville, Pa.
KATE S. BUCKWALTER,
fraternal event in the history of the Seiz; recitation—Elizabeth Ashen- tion of Friends in Heaven. With
Administratrix. every evening and on Sundays. Round R. D.No. 1, Norristown. Bell ’phone 45-M.
4-2-3m.
trip, 5 cents.
felter; vocal solo — Mrs. Bertha next Sunday the longest day, the Collegeville P. O., Pa.
old Trappe lodge.
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SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY.
tent to sit out on the porch and ju st
WORKED HIS WAY.
think how lucky I was to run into Tom
yesterday afternoon.”
CAPITAL, $250,000.00
“I’ll take my sewing out, and we can The Job an Energetic Student Took to
SURPLUS, $250,000.00
Cross the Atlantic,
chat as I work,” suggested Mrs. Dra
Jack had paid his way always. Out
V h e O ldest V ru st Com pany in ¿M ontgom ery County
kin, and presently they -were estab
lished on the broad piazza. To his of the poverty of his childhood he had
By HARRIS INGALLS.
surprise Ben found himself chatting fought his way through the university
PE R C EN T. IN T E R E ST paid by this Company
with his hostess as freely as though After graduation he felt he must see
Copyrighted, 1908, b y ' Associated
tor every day the money is on deposit,—T h e Com
she were a man and not one of the Europe, and with the little accumula
Literary Press.
tion he had he “crossed the pond,
dread women.
pany having paid to its Savings Depositors 3 per
Tom came out as he had promised, trusting to good luck to get home
cent, interest for over 2 3 years
again.
But,
his
trip
of
sightseeing
“Come on out,” pleaded Drakin. and Ben frowned as he caught sight- of
“There Is only myself and the missus his friend perched on the seat of an over, he found himself in Liverpool
J ln d is known fo r its
out there. I’ll guarantee that you will express wagon in which was his trunk. without money and with no means of
getting an y ..
not have to speak to any one else.”
“Now-you’ve got to stay,” announced
STRENC™ AND SAFETY-CONSERVATIVE METHODS
He thought he would just go dow
Ben Hubbard paused irresolutely, Tom. “We shall hold your trunk like
CARE AND INTEGRITY—COURTESY AND LIBERALITY
then he turned and suited his pace to they do in the. hotels if you try to to the steamship, go on board and sec
how it would seem if only he were go
the shorter steps Of his friend. Drakin escape us.”
AND SOLIDITY
ing home.
beamed.
“I think that you would be wise to
As
he
wandered
over
the
big
liner
“There’s the sensible boy,” he said ship me and the trunk back to town,”
A cts as Executor, Administrator, Guardian, Trustee, Assignee
approvingly. ‘T il bet that you ask me said Ben seriously, but Drakin hooted his attention was attracted by a cry
and Receiver, Executing Trusts of Every Description.
to have your things sent out In the down the suggestion, and when Mrs. ing baby. The mother was traveling
morning, so you can stay a week or Drakin added her entreaties to Tom’s alone, and while she was attempting
‘Deposits o f One D ollar and upw ard received by this Company
two—the longer the better.”
he gave In, and the trunk was taken to see to all the thousand and one de
tails incident to the beginning of an
Hubbard shook his head and assured up to his room.
himself that a single night would prob
W est M ain S treet, N orristow n, Penna.
That night when Ben put out the ocean trip the baby had resented the
ably be enough. It was only a year light he did not jump into bed, but long neglect he felt he had received and
since Tom Drakin had married, alid after the rest of the house was quiet was crying. The mother was at her
probably he would be bored by their he sat by the open window, loolftug wits’’end.
Jack’s kind heart prompted him to
absurd billing and cooing.
across the moonlit fields and wonder
say: “Let me take the baby, madam.
It was only for Tom’s sake that he ing w hat he should do.
was coming out for the night, and only
Of one thing he was certain. He Perhaps I can keep bim quiet until
was in love, and in love with his your preparations are made.”
This request, so unusual from
friend’s wife at that. What was more,
DeKalb and Main Sts.
it had Seemed to him that as she had stranger and especially from a man
stranger,
naturally
filled
her
with
sur
since its organization has paid over
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Ben wavered—and was lost. He
A Slave of Habit.
a book Oi’d lately bought an’ before
slowly dressed and went downstairs
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Dan Cupid by Johnny Gayiora, captain
COSTLY MATTRESSES.
of the Little Giants baseball team.
Into the consciousness of Marshall
Joslin, walking to clear his brain, pen The Kind That Are Used on the Big
Collegeville, Penna.,
Plate Glass Wagons.
etrated a boyish voice pronouncing his
name:
Probably about as costly a sort of
Do the BEST CHOPPING and is the BEST PLACE to get the BEST PEED, such as
mattress as any Is one that Is made
“Hello, Mr. Joslin!”
IN
•
By Abraham R. Grob.
!
Wheat Bran, Corn Bran, No. 1 Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn, Oats
“Why, good morning, Johnny. How not to sleep on at all, but to spread
Feed for plenty of milk, etc., etc.,
on the long, broad table or platform of
are you?” said Joslin.
Copyrighted, 1908, by ■Associated
the wagons built for carrying plate
The
question
was
merely
formal,
but
L iterary Press.
glass.
it started Johnny’s willing tongue.
AT THE LOW EST ¡¡CASH PRICE.
These mattresses, which are made of
“Oh, I’m all right,” he chattered. “I
Our excellent equipment and obliging employes enable us to supply your needs
This is the simple narrative of the never had anything the matter with curled hair, are very thin, scarcely
BETTER and QUICKER than any other mill.
services rendered by Johnny Gay me in my whole life except the mumps thicker than a comfortable, and must
This is not a lot of Clothes great
lord
to
Dan Cupid. Who-was Johnny and the measles and the whooping be made with the greatest care to in
Give us a call and we win supply your wants at short notice.
taken haphazard from stock and Gaylord? Why, Johnny Gaylord, cap cough. But I think sister’s sick to sure perfect uniformity of thickness.
A lump anywhere would be likely to
of the Little Giants baseball-teant day.”
F . J. CLAM ER.
reduced prices marked on them, tain
of course.
“What!” cried the young man, hith break the plate of glass resting upon
EMIL KLAUSFELDER, Manager.
it. and there would be still greater
and neither is it a lot of odds Furthermore, Johnny was the son of erto so phlegmatic. “Sick, did you danger
if the weight of two plates of
John Gaylord, president of the big Gay- say?”
and ends bought for reduced lord-Lorraine Iron company. Also, and “Oh, I don’t think she’s very sick,” glass was rested on the lump at once.
A mattress for a plate glass wagon
Is more germane to the present said Johnny. “I guess she isn’t very
selling; but our entire stock of this
narrative, Johnny was the small broth sick. Say, are you coming out to see costs, according to size, from $60 to
superior, three-piece suits is re er of Georgette Gaylord.
us play the Little Sluggers? We’ve got $75. In use the corners of smaller
When you have occasion to introduce
a game with them Saturday. Say, you plates carried on it cut into the tick
Georgette
Gaylord
had
no
rival
as
covering, and sooner or later it has
any Plumbing Fixtures, or to have your duced just one - fourth—none the social queen of Reading. Personal don’t want to miss it. We’re going to ing
to be made over. Simply to make over
put it all over them.”
beauty
and
tact
seemed
to
have
united
are
reserved
and
you
can
buy
home heated with steam or hot water, you
Marshall Joslin’s excited gesticula such a mattress costs from $20 to $25.
with the wealth and social position of
On the table topped and mattress
want only the most skillful mechanics to to-day our unusual clothes for her family to place her on a pedestal.' tions could not stop Johnny when he
glass wagons the oiggest
plan and execute the work.
less than you will have to pay Marshall N. Joslin was the junior was talking baseball until Johnny had covered
plates are carried with confidence and
member of the firm of Shackleton. finished.
for the ordinary kind elsewhere. Smith & Joslin, attorneys for the Gay- “But your sister, Johnny—your sis safety. The table Is built to remain
“ It’s Just Like This!”
lord-Lorraine company. He was also ter! You said she was sick!” he cried absolutely rigid, and the thin but‘uni
$25.00 Suits dow $18.75.
the accepted suitor for the fair hand when at last he had an opportunity to form mattress protects the plate from
jar.
Plumbing Fixtures,^ or a Heating
speak.
of Georgette.
$22.50 Suits now $16.88.
Before plate glass store fronts had
“Oh,
I
don’t
think
she’s
very
sick.”
Never
was
fate
kinder
to
two
young
Apparatus, are not put in for a day. Under
$20.00 Suits now $15.00.
people. The sky of their future said Johnny. “Only she wasn’t down come Into common use, when the han
$18.00 Suits now $13.50.
glowed.
to breakfast this morning, and she gen dling of a big plate was counted as a
*proper conditions they last for generations.
$16.50 Suits now $12.38.
This tale opens with the gathering erally gets up before I do. And last good deal more of a job than it Is now,
of thick clouds. Marshall Joslin, scion night I heard her in her room, and it they used to carry a great pane of
$15.00 Suits now $11.25.
“ It’s Just Like This!”
of a wealthy house, graduate of a great sounded as if she was crying. I was glass in a sort of frame, which was
$12.50 Suits now $9.38.
university, brilliant member of a fa awfully sorry, because she’s about the put on the wagon with the glass In it.
We are prepared to submit plans and install the latest style
$10.00 Suits now $7.50.
mous law firm, remarked "that evening best sister a feller ever had. She gave At its destination this frame or supPlumbing Fixtures, or the Most .efficient Steam or Hot Water
to Georgette Gaylord, social queen and me the money out of her own pocket port was worked carefully across the
lovely woman:
to organize the Little Giants. I gave sidewalk, to the store front, where the
Heating Apparatus, at the lowest price consistent with good
glass was dislodged from it to be set,
“If that is the way you feel about it, her an annual pass.”
The captain of the Little Giants grin and' altogether the setting o f a great
material and workmanship.
For the man that is particular as there is nothing for me to do but go.”
To which Georgette Gaylord nodded ned as he raised his eyes to those of plate of glass was, then quite an un
to style, quality and fit of his straw
Mr. Joslin. The face of that young dertaking.
her
head slowly, but with dignity.
“ It’s Just Like This!”
hat, this is the store. Style and
Now, with the setting of such plates
Then the young man moved to the man had also undergone a remarkable
a common daily occurrence and with
When you .find it necessary to have any repairs made, send quality are right because every hall, calmly put on his coat took his change. It fairly beamed with joy.
“Is there anything else you need for men skilled in the handling of them,
hat here cotn^s direct from hat, his stick and his gloves and only
us your orders. We will not keep you waiting, nor will we put straw
they simply carry a big plate out and
your
club?” he demanded suddenly.
broke
the
ihtense
silence
to
say
in
a
the best makers’ shops to us, which
distant, odd sounding voice:
“Well, I want to get uniforms for all lay It on their mattress covered table
you to any avoidable inconvenience.
means npt only better hats but
the regular men,” Johnny said seri topped wagon and carry It to where
“Good evening. Miss Gaylord.”
it is to go’and there slide it off, to rest
lower prices than usual. Fit?
And from the depths of the large, ously, “as soon as we get the money.”
“How much will that take?” demand it for a moment on blocks on the side
There’s the rub. If your head is half darkened drawing *room came
walk, and then they pick it up and
ed Mr. Marshall Joslin.
not just the same shape as the hat, back in a low, controlled voice:
carry it to the window front.
“We
can
get
some
bully
ones
for
$12
“Goodby.”
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you’ll have to wear a hat two sizes
Then they run under the lower edge
Then he went out and shut the door a dozen, but”—
too large with enough room in the behind him. Miss Gaylord did not
The next moment Johnny Gaylord of the glass lifting straps, by which
back to stick your fist up. Not sq move until his steps had died away felt something thrust into his hand and men standing inside the window as
here;
we make ’em fit auy shape down the stone walk th at led through saw Marshall Joslin striding down the well as men standing outside can lift
I am fully equipped at my New
with rapidity. Johnny looked at on it when the glass is put into place
head, and comfortably, too. Prices the big yard to the strfeet. Then she street
Location, Ridge Pike, one-th^rd
dropped her lovely head on her arms what was in his hand. It was a green In the window frame. There again it
start at 50c. and- go upwards to $5.
mile South of Perkicmen Bridge,
back for more than enough to buy the is raised on blocks until the straps can
be withdrawn, and then the blocks are
uniforms.
to servo my old patrons and In
K A /V V “Well, 1 wonder w hat I said to earn taken out and the glass secured in
vite new onet to give me a trial
that?” he mused as he carefully stowed place, all this being done with great
All work guaranteed.
Cob-Web Crepe is its name, and
care, but still with comparative ease
It in a place of safety.
C arriages an d B u s in e s s
it ’s just as cool as its name signifies.
When Johnny came home at noon a and quickness and with certainty, and
W agon s B u ilt to O rder
voice called him from the big, half In these times great panes of glass
For the past four years we’ve sold
a t R ig h t P r ic e s.
darkened
drawing room. It was the are thus moved and set on all but the
it for 50c., and it proved its worth.
Now ready for Spring Painting
voice of Miss Georgette, and he hur- j windiest days.—Cleveland Plain Dealer.
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HOLD ON T H E R E !
“Johnny Gaylord, what have you
the Mails In Alaska.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
been telling Mr. Joslin?” demanded
The Eskimo begins to train his dog
Be careful cot to place your orders for
Georgette, serious eyes fixed upon him. for sledge work before it Is a month
Building or other Lumber until we have had
“I didn’t tell him anything,” averred old. One of the most Interesting fea
a chance to estimate on your wants. We
the captain of the Little Giants, :‘We tures of Eskimo villages are ,puppies
were just standing on the street talk tied to the pole of a te n t They pull
are certain to give you entire satisfaction as
S , G R O S S F R Y ’S
ing, and I happened to mention that I on the rope with all their puppy
as to the Lumber itself and Its delivery.
was going to get uniforms for the strength In the effort to break away
221 H igh S treet,
We may save you a dollar or two, also.
Little Giants as soon as I got the and join in the frolics of their elders.
money. And then he just stuck this
Come and see us.
Not until a dog bred for mail service
POTTSTOWN. PA.
in my hands and rushed off before I is one year old is it put in training for
could even get a chance to thank him the trail. It begins by running ten
Oh, sayj sis, but won’t the team look miles with the team; thfen it is dropped
fine in those blue uniforms with white o u t Next day It runs the same dis
COAL, LUMBER, FEED,
stripes?”
tance. Gradually • the distance is in
But Georgette did not join with her creased until it reaches its fifteenth
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
usual enthusiasm in the plans for the month of life, when it becomes part of
" oh , you b e a deab l it t l e bbotheb ,” Little Giants.
the regular service. The life of a mail
SHE DECLARED.
SPRING IS COMING—THE TIME FOR
“Johnny Gaylord,” she said solemn dog is from three to four years. No
and sobbed, for Georgette Gaylord ly, “you told Mr. Joslin. something else. greater punishment can be inflicted
MAKING CHANGES IN TOUR
had behind a thickly curtained corner Now, tell me what it was you said.”
than to lay a dog off from service.
HOUSEFURNI8HING8.
in the depths of her woman’s heart a
“Why, that’s all we talked about, When unruly they are often threat
very, very warm feeling for Marshall honest,” protested Johnny, “except ened with a lay-off, and with almost
Railroad House, Collegeville, Pa, T h e first th in g to d e c id e , i s :
Joslin.
that I told him I was well and that you human intelligence they seem to un
Good teams furnished promptly at rea'
“ W here w ill I p u rch a se
Marshall Joslin made his way home weren’t well becapse you didn’t come derstand the disgrace It implies in tljst
sonable prices. Moving and heavy haul
-AND—
in a sort of dazed condition. It is true down*to breakfast and I heard you eyes of their fellow workers on the
iug done.
3-30
Before making your choice, it will be to he shed no tears, but neither did he crying last night and”—
trail. All fight to be leaders. A con
your advantage to call and examine stock
sleep a wink that night nor eat a bite . “Johnny!”
and secure prices at
G - r a n i t e 'W o r k s .
stant spur to an unambitious dog Is
of breakfast the next morning nor
The serious tone of her voice caused the “outsider,” who will quickly take
smoke his usual matutinal cigar in the Johnny to look up in wonder.
away the leadership not only in the
office. These things were mere out
“So that is why he came,” murmured mail service, but in teams maintained
Georgette,
biting
her
lip.
ward
signs
which
he
succeeded
fairly
JL S« BRANDT, « Proprietor. When in Norristown, Pa..
well in concealing.
Johnny was beginning to feel very chiefly for the pleasure of the sport
The intelligence of the malamute is re
Where it is always a pleasure to SHOW
But there was an effect upon his uncomfortable when suddenly he was
GOODS.
STO P AT T H E
markable, its scent wonderful, its In
brain which he was powerless to con swept into the warm embrace of two stinct, as a rule, unerring.
A
FULL
LINE
of
all
grades
of
ceal.
He
and
Shackleton,
the
senior
strong
arms,
and
Georgette
.placed
a
Walnut Street and Seventh
Some dogs are better trail followers
partner, were working on a suit which kiss right on his pouting dips.
than
others, as some are better lead
“Oh, you’re a dear little brother,”
involved thousands of dollars for their
Ave., Royersford, Pa.
ers. In a blizzard the best of them
client, the big iron company. This she declared, hugging him.
(Opposite Court House).
Johnny went away' mystified over lose the trail, but invariably find i t
morning Shackleton quickly noted the
the two strange events of the day, but When on the trail they never eat but
brain fag of the junior partner.
---- 0O0 -—
once a day, then at the end of a jour
“What on earth is the matter with happy in the possession of means to ney u After feeding, like weary chil
FIRST-CLASS WORK. LOW PRICES.
||Sir~ First-class Accommodations for M
an Carpets, Mattings, Oil Cloths and Lin you, boy?” he demanded in his quick uniform the Little Giants.
oleums.
When Marshall Joslin arrived again dren, they fall asleep and are never
way. “Where are your wits this morn
and Beast.
Picture Frames made to order.
ing?”
at the office he was so cheerful of quarrelsome. It takes on an average
twenty pounds of food a day for a
The junior partner smiled a sickly spirit and vigorous of mind that Shac team of eleven dogs on a hard route.—
Carpets cleaned and relayed.
Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable.
smile, and out of his dry throat came kleton remarked upon It.
Both English and German spoken.
“Your walk seems to have done yon Lida Rose McCabe in St. Nicholas.
Repairing and upholstering attended to some words about not having slept
promptly.
good,
my boy,” he said.
very well. In his heart he didn’t care
Navy Is Never Done.
“Made a new man of me, sir,” de
what came of the lawsuit.
A navy, like a railroad. Is never
He suddenly wanted to get aw ar clared Joslin warmly.
done. There never comes the grateful
P. K. Gable, Proprietor.
somewhere and be alone with this the
moment when the work can be said to
A Spanish Ghost Story.
greatest trouble that had ever come
The atmosphere of Spain agrees most be finished and the sole task left to be
upon him. Life without Georgette Gay
discharged Is that of operation. As the
lord meant life insfpid, useless, object perfectly with all sorts of spirits, and roadbed, track, equipment of a rail
less.
a delightfully ghoulish story is told of road must be constantly maintained
The air of the office seemed to stifle the punishment of a hold, bad man and Improved, so if there Is to-be any
6 0 YEARS*
him, and the questioning gaze of the who killed a friar. At the time of the navy a t all equipment must be con
EXPERIENCE
senior member of the -firm, looking so crime the murderer escaped to Portu stantly improved and brought up to
fit and strong on the other side of the gal, where he remained so long that on date, even under the policy of “re
0 F U R N IS H IN G H
made to o r d e r .
his return nobody recognized him. placement and repair.”—Boston Tran
polished table, tormented him.
“I believe I will take a walk in the One morning, when he was walking script
6t?ck, of harness supplies, saddles,
fresh air, if you don’t mind,” he said along the street, he saw a fine sheep’s
bridles, boots, blankets for summer and
finally. “It will clear my brain, per head in the market place and, fearing
‘p p p YtotwA6/!!!?0019’ corahs, brushes, Ac.
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COLLEGEVILLE, PA. that Georgette had spent considerable from the head, and a member of the crown, containing the great ruby
special notice, without charge, In the
time recently in the company of a cer holy brotherhood, perceiving it, stopped which belonged to the Black Prince,
P h o n e No. 18.
tain dashing Captain Mostyn, who wa? him and asked, “What bearest thou, weighed three and one-quarter pounds.
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visiting in Reading. Yes, there must, cavalier?” “Nothing,” was the menda
culation of any scientific journal. Terms, S3 a
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[bound and repairing done auicklv and
He laughed in bitter contempt of him beneath thy cape.” And behold, when
“Is th at so?”
interesting
miscellaneous
reading
EddreJs Eetimates cheerfully furnished.
the cloak was tom aside there was—
“Yes, sir. They tell me that girl once
S u b scrib e ib r T h e I n d e p e n d e n t. matter. A copy every week for 52 self.
And right at this critical point is the head of the murdered friar!—L o s' talked clear through ‘Parsifal.’ **—<
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Thursday, June 18, 1908.
T h e rainfall, Monday, was worth millions
to the farmers of Pennsylvania, aside from
its dust-settling effect.

T he Fourteenth Republican National
Convention is now in session at Chicago.
William H. Taft''will be nominated for P resi
dent. The nominee for Vice-President has
not as yet been recognized in the crowd.
\ With last summer’s hat off, the editor of
the I ndependent bows and acknowledges
with a sense of keen appreciation the receipt
of kind words of commendation and felicita
tion from many of his journalistic brethren,
anent the commencement of volume thirtyfour.
T h e conviction that Editor Meredith of
the Perkasie Central News is an epigrammatic
literary genius found permanent lodgment in
this quarter years ago. And now it has be
come apparent that he is also an arithmetician
and can turn his genius from letters to figures
with celerity; If there be a shortage in coin
at the end of the next outing of the League,
Charlie will surely be expected to figure up a
balance in the treasury. He can do it.

' I f there has been any perplexity in the
public mind as to the exact character of the
religious creed of Mr. Taft, who is about to
be nominated to the Presidency by the Re
publican National Convention now in session
in Chicago, let ail such perplexity be dis
missed with a sigh of relief. ' A Washington
correspondent of the Baltimore Sun, who
claims exact knowledge of what he is talking
about, avers that Mr. Taft is a Unitarian. A
Unitarian ? W ell! Well, no matter; let there
be an end to perplexity.
A touring car is capable of doing more
damage to a macadamized road than are forty
b oad-wheeled farm wagons. Running at
high or even moderate speed the rubber tires
of automobiles disturb road surfaces, loosen
the crushed stone, and scatter stone dust to
the four winds. This statement of fact is
made in no spirit of unfairness to those who
operate automobiles. I t is nevertheless in
Mne with the observation that the advent of
such motor vehicles has introduced an era of
special concern and perplexity in the matter
of road building and maintenance, which con
sideration is only second in importance to the
danger to human life inflicted upon other
users of highways by the operation of auto
mobiles. Well? Is it proposed to shut off
the machines from public roads? Hardly.
A condition, not a theory, confronts the tax
payers who drive horses and are risking
their lives in taking advantage of a public
utility which they help to maintain and which
was primarily created for the operation of
vehicles drawn by horses. The question of
individual rights, assumed to be protected by
the State, is seriously interwoven with the
issue. If John Doe is to be permitted to run
his automobile zig-zag over a public thorough
fare at even the rate of '20 miles an hour,
Richard Roe is to be expected to do the same
trick, and will do it. Moreover he will not lie
awake at nights worrying over the narrow
escapes of “ hayseeders,” or the damage done
to the highway by his machine. He will re
peat the trip and increase rather than de
crease speed. He should not be too seriously
criticised; no, no. He has been caught in
the auto craze and is under its spell, and is in
a condition somewhat similar to the one that
has “hit” several beers, or something
stronger. So long as those who pay taxes for
the building, maintenance, and use of roads
and must see the roads ruined and feel that
their lives are in jeopardy while they are get
ting in part what they have paid for, sit on
the fence and merely holler, John Doe and
Richard Roe are going to keep themselves in
the grip of the auto craze and keep right on
going at most any gait beyond 12 miles an
hour. The automobiles have come to stay
and to keep in operation upon our highways.
I t is a question whether their right to utilize
such thoroughfares is a constitutional right.

The w riter does not believe that it is. How MOTHER SLAYS SIX
ever, while the constitution is a somewhat
elastic instrum ent with relation to some
We invite you to come in and out whenever you choose to look over the newest
questions, it is not elastic in the matter of Insane Woman Kills Her Family Chiffonettes, Lawns, Dimities and Baptistes for your Gowns.
and Hersslf.
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essaying to protect the lives and property of
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ing of artistic FANS, the choice of
man. In so far as the individual is not pro
of all desirable shades and widths.
the foreign markets.
tected against those who, even unintention
ally, endanger his life, just in so far the State Slain and Robbed On Street—Capitol
Jury Acquits Defendants — “Blind
is a failure as a governing power; a failure as
Tom” is Dead—Betting On Races
to the application of the constitution of the
embrace the models suitably for all figures—models producing the new hipless effects
In New York Knocked Out.
and the long, graceful lines present fashion demands.
State. And remember, the people are the
Cooper, seventeen years of age, H O SIER Y
State. Now, then, what is to be done with theFred
A SU IT CASE
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in Lisle, Cotton and Silk in all the
the automobiles? / Speed will- have to be re eight persohs, lies in Mercy hospital,
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Cadillac, Mich., with just a fight
department for Trunks, Traveling
duced on highways in general use by the at
For
gifts
there
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a
beautiful
assort
ing chance for life, while the bodies
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family,
all
slain
by
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and
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business and exercise their just rights as er, who afterward committed suicide,
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which encircles hundreds of sugges
American citizens; but not until "they do so. lie in the morgue, the object of morbid
there are pretty Stand and Sideboard
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interest
by
thousands
of
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Covers,
Plain and in Japanese Drawn
They have it in their power to regulate the
and farm ers from the surrounding CUT GLASS
Work and Renascence Table Linen and
speed of an automobile, to keep the speed country.
at the very lowest prices and of rich,
Napkins to match in a variety of de
deep design. The kind we sold in big
The tragedy in the Cooper home was
within 12 miles per hour on all highways,
quantities at Christmas.
signs.
one that for pathos and horror has
and enforce the regulation with a jail pen rarely been surpassed. The head of
SPECIAL.— In the Dress Goods Department, we have put 30 pretty patterns,
alty if necessary; not simply talk about it. the family was out of work, six child in Scotch Ginghams at 10 cents to close them out. They-were 12 1-2 and 15 cents.
clamored for food and raiment, and
They have it in their power to compel those ren
the mother was driven by suffering
who destroy the roads of the public to reim and discouragement to insanity. She
to end It all, and with terrific
burse, in just part at least, the public. But decided
determination carried her plan into
they do not and will not have the power to execution.
each instance the victim was kill
prevent automobilists from constructing edInwith
a bullet through the head. The
their own thoroughfares, whereon to regulate dead are Daniel. Cooper, forty-eight
the speed of their machines to suit them years old; Mrs. Cooper, forty-two years
old; Harry, aged fourteen; Inez, aged
N O R R I S T O W N , p a .
selves; or, their speedways and inclines for eleven; Samuel,^aged ten; Georgiana,
racing, and for endurance contests.
The aged five, and Florence, aged one and
years.
automobilists have just as many ju st and a half
Developments indicate that the craz
Spring and Summer H A TS
legal rights as other people, but no mo1re. ed mother first chloroformed the mem
bers of the family before shooting
Those who trample this very important con them. There were no signs of a strug
AND C A P S .
sideration under foot are under the influence gle in any instance. Neither were
NOBBY SPRING AND SUMMER CAPS, 25 and 50c.
there any marks, which indicates that
of a craze, a form of intoxication or irrespon the
woman stood some distance away
sibility, and they should be dealt with kindly, in firing the shots. A four-ounce chlo
Soft and Stiff Hats, Latest Styles, t0$ 3 °o o
though effectually. The average “drunk” is roform bottle was found in one of the
Agents for Hawes Celebrated Hats. All first-class stores
rooms.
not half §o dangerous as a crazed automoWhen Mrs. Kealy, Mrs. Cooper’s
sell our hats. ASK FOR THEM'.
bilist, and a “drunk” is surely dangerous mother, went into the Cooper home she
found the bodies of her daughter and
enough. The “drunk” now and then gets Mr. Cooper lying on the floor. A re
into a place that encourages rest and absten volver lay beside Mrs. Cooper. Mrs.
rushed into an adjoining room 10-11.
38 B. Main Street, Norristown, Fa.
tion and more or less reflection. The Kealy
and there found five children lying
“drunk” sometimes pays a fine, and then dead in a pool of blood, with the sixth
THIRST-CLASS
child probably fatally wounded close
promptly returns to his craze. The condition by.
that exists must either be modified or en The woman had been mentally un
Gas or Gasoline Engines
sound ever since the birth of her
dured. The people have the power to compel youngest
Is the foundation of success and suc from one-sixth h. p., upward. Gas o r
child, eighteen months ago.
gasoline engines of all makes repaired^
a rather radical modification. If they fail to She was sane at intervals and during
cess makes for contentment. The saws filed, lawn mowers sharpened, bicy
lucid moments brooded over hercles ana automobiles repaired; machinists’'
exercise their power they must continue to her
smallest measure of success is always tools and supplies, electric wire and bells
mental condition.
endure impositions and dangers, and try to
furnished and put in drder. Work gnaran- '
preferable to no success, and a small teed. Prices right. Address:
feel thankful that certain infringements upon
SAM’L J. GRIFFIN, General Machinist.
Betting On Races Knocked Out.
beginning
’Phone 521M.
R. D. 1, Phoenixville, Pa.
After a struggle, the like of which
their rights may lead to more contemplation
no man in or about the legislature has
as to the uncertainty of life and encourage ever seen or expects to see again, the 1 1ST S A / V T l S r G - S
H EN YOU WANT TO BUY
W
OR SELL REAL ESTATE
the hope that escape from automobiles in the famous Agnew-Hart anti-race track
it is an easy matter to inquire of us and
Is one step in a safe direction.
gambling bills are now laws of the
hereafter will be certain.
we will certainly be pleased to give your
state of New York.

O U R C O R SE T S

$3

rend l ¡tiger's
?

Tracey, : the Hatter,

T H R IF T

Dr . R. S. Stable, of Manchester town
ship, York county, has unearthed a tooth
which has been identified at the Academy of
Natural Sciences at Philadelphia as being
that of a belodon, a crocodile known from
fragmentary remains only, and belonging to
pre-historic times. The tooth is large and in
good state of preservation, being fossilized,
and the doctor thinks that the entire remains
of the extinct monster can be found. F u r 
ther explorations will be made.
T he Pennsylvania Station is conducting
a large ntimber of co-operative soil tests un
der the management of Dr. William Frear.
Their object is to determine the relative
efficiency of plain acid phosphate, acid phos
phate and potash, and a complete fertilizer.
Seventy-three fertilizer tests with corn in
thirty-six counties were made last year, and
there were five tests with potatoes. Results
have shown many instances in which phos
phoric acid alone was the needed material.
Other instances show a special need only of
nitrogen and potash. The results indicate
clearly that money often is wasted in the pur
chase of plant food that is not needed while
crops are suffering for some other form of
plant food. The purpose of these experi
ments is to help men in a practical way , to a
knowledge of the needs of their soils.

The bills in no way affect, so far as
their face provisions go, the state rac
ing commission in particular or horse
racing in general. They relate solely
to the penalties for gambling, pool sell
ing and bookmaking, which, as before,
are declared by the law to be “a public
nuisance.” Chapter 506 amends the
racing law by repealing that provision
under which an exclusive penalty ol
simply recovering a t civil suit of the
amount wagered was incurred, which
has applied to gambling within a race
track enclosure, thus exempting such
gambling from the penalties operative
elsewhere in the state, and it also pro
vides th at this general penalty shall
be “imprisonment in the county jail or
penitentiary for a period of not more
than one year,” without alternative oi
fine.
Cruiser Maryland Fastest U. S. Ship.
The cruiser Maryland is the fastest
ship of the United States navy. Rear
Admiral Dayton, who is in command
of the Pacific fleet, informed the navy
department by wire th at the Maryland
on a four-hour full-speed forced^
draught trial made an average of 22.25
knots. The W est Virginia, her sister
ship, tried under the same conditions,
averaged 22.1 knots. The ships were
handicapped by slightly adverse cur
rent. The Maryland is also holder of
the battleship trophy for record target
practice.
Swim Leaves a Boy Blind.
William K. Kennedy, nine years old,
is in the Crozer hospital, at Chester,
Pa., totally blind, caused, physicians
say, by bathing in too cold water.
William was enjoying a swim in
Chester creek, when he began to
scream. Companions swam to his as
sistance, and when he was brought
ashore he could not see. Specialists
have been summoned from Philadel
phia in the hope of restoring the boy’s
sight.

I f 400,000 foreigners, principally laborers, had not
left this country in the past «even'months, the pres
sure for work would have been far more serious than
Prisoner Jumps to Death.
it has been. Foreigners who come here for work seem
Joseph Vanea, a prisoner at the New
to know when to return to their native haunts. Pretty Jersey state prison at Trenton, killed
himself by jumping from an upper
good business barometers.
I n the judgment of a jury, in the Capital cases at
Harrisburg, there was not sufficient evidence to con
vict architect Huston and Congressman Cassel of con
spiracy, and by order of the court ex-Auditor General
Snyder, ex-Treasurer Mathues, and ,J. M. Shoemaker,
were acquitted of a similar charge. There appears to
be some difference between evidence valid in court,
and some other kinds of evidence. Come to think of it,
there always has been a difference, and it is this differ
ence that prevents the crowding of jails with convicts
guilty and convicts innocent.

window to the floor twenty feet below
Vanea killed himself because of his
having been ordered confined to a
dungeon for breaking a prison rule.

Cold W ater Kill» Bather.
Martin J. McCarthy, twenty years
of age, dived into the Schuylkill canal
at Pottstown, P a , and the shock of the
told water striking his overheated body
killed him instantly.
Coroner Drowned.
Coroner Sontheimer, ,of Atlantic
City, N. J., fell overboard from the
state launch Louise Allen, in charge
of State Waterway Commissioner
Harry Snyder, and was drowned.
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No absolute system, no .dust, no cob
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to receive a wedding gift from our
C o lle g e v ille , P a .
store, because if she knows of us at all
First - Class Bread,
she realizes that actual merit goes
with the gift.
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ter than ever for your selection.
ICE CREAM—ALL FLAVORS. I am
Every day sees something unique
thankful to the public for patronage re
added to the stock.
ceived and hope to merit a continuance of
the same.
CHARLES H ltH N T .

J. D. SALLADE,
JEWELER,

16 E. Main Street,

We promptly obtain U. S. and Foreign

NORRISTOWNJ H IL L STOCK OF

Gents’ Furnishing Goods,

f Send model, sketch or photo ciinvention iorl
r free report on patentability. For free book, f
fHowtoSeoureTD A ltC M A D lfO write!
’ Patentsand InM
UE**IYiflnlVO to

Latest styles, lowest prices. Ladies’ No
tions are being closed out at greatly re
duced prices.

Mrs. Frances Barrett’s,
M a in St ., N ea b St a t io n ,

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

I Opposite U. S. Patent Office <
W ASHINGTON D. C.

STATE AND GENERAL NEWS.

SPR IN G SE A SO N

the national committee reversed m
the cases of 110 contesting delegates
was carried before the committee, and
a sub-committee was appointed.
The temporary roll of the conven
tion was approved In all instances,
save where the 110 contests were
noted.
Much ill-feeling was shown between
the contesting delegations. The mem
bers of the opposing factions in the
F irst Kentucky district applied epi
thets with force and frequency, and
angry disputes between counsel were
frequent.
Although outnumbered in the com
mittee, the “allies” announced that
they would continue their contests,
and would carry every one of their
committee on credentials, the visiting
fights tb the floor of the convention beIn six states. Involving sixty-two
delegates, the decision of the commit
tee had been in favor of the Taft fac
tions, and sustained the action taken
last week by the national committee.
The contests heard were those in
Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia,
Kentucky and Mississippi. The bitter
fight in the state of Louisiana was set
tled without coming 'before . the cre
dentials committee. The “Lily W hites”
and the “Black and Tans” held an ex
tended conference late In the day and
agreed to accept the verdict rendered
by the national committee, which seat
ed both delegations with half a vote
each. No agreement could be reached
on the selections for the various com
mittees, and it was decided not to
attem pt to appoint members of any
of the convention bodies. Pearl Wight
will, however, retain his seat bn the
national committee without opposition.
The Taft members of the committee
early showed that they possessed a
strong working majority. The opposi
tion several times attempted to force
roll calls, which could only be had on
rne request of twenty members. At no
time did they show more than sixteen
In favor of such action.
Roosevelt Boomers Busy.
The promoters of the “Roosevelt
boom movement” now claim that they
have secured the services of a dele
gate, “from a state other than k!a
bama, th at will be reached early in the
roll call.” to present the president’s
name to the convention. Former Rep
resentative Thomas W. Phillips, of
New Castle, Pa., declared th at Mr.
Roosevelt’s name unquestionably will
be sprung hi the convention, but he
declined to give the delegate’s name
or the state he represents in part.
These facts, he: says, will remain se
crets until candidates are placed in
namination. The Roosevelt boomers
are counting on a stampede of Taft
delegates to the president if they can
get the latter’s name before the con
vention in a forceful manner. The
opinion was expressed by Mr. Phillips
th at the boom which he is engineering
for Roosevelt Is growing.

7

workers everywhere, thç conservation the additional protection secured foi the one stood tor secession, tne other
of the natural resources of the coun engineers and firemen, the reduction for the Union; the one for slavery, the
try, the forward step in the Improve in the hours of laborers, trainmen and other for freedom; the one for a de
railroad telegraphers; the successful based currency, the other for a pure
ment of the inland waterways, and al
------F O R -----ways the earnest support and defense exercise of the powers of mediation currency; the one for free silver^ the
and arbitration between interstate
of every wholesome safeguard which railroads and their employes, and the other for sound money; the one for
free trade, the other for protection;
has made more secure the guarantees
law making a beginning in the policy the one for the contraction of Ameri
of life, liberty -and prosperity.
of the government are among (he most can influence, the other for its expan
“These are- the achievements that
will make for Theodore Roosevelt his commendable accomplishments of the sion; the one has been forced to aban
don every position taken on the great
place in history. But more than all present administration.
“But there is further work in this issues before the people, the other has
else, the great things he has done will
be an inspiration to those who have direction yet to be done, and the Re held and vindicated all.
You may have your pick here of tbe finest and the best fitting Suits
“In experience the difference be
yet greater things to do. We declare publican party pledges its devotion to
that was ever shown'in this town. We have the Celebrated Clothing of
our unfaltering adherence to the pol every cause that makes for safety and tween Democracy and Republicanism!
ices thus inaugurated and pledge their the betterment of conditions among Is that one means adversity, while the
Hart, Shoffner & Marx of Chicago, A. B. Kirschbaum and Snellenburgs of
continuance under a Republican ad those whose labor contributes so other means prosperity; one means
much to the progress and welfare of low wages, the other,means high; one
Philadelphia,
ministration of the government.
the country.
means doubt and debt, the other means
Good Laws of Last Session.
"The same wise policy which has in
And Stand Pat the Best Clothing for the Least
“Only the obstruction and filibuster duced the Republican party to main confidence and thrift.
“In principle the difference between
ing of a Democratic minority in the tain protection to American labor; to
Money.
last house of congress prevented the establish an eight-hour day in the con Democracy and Republicanism is that
enactment of a number .of measures of struction of all public work; to in one stands for vacillation and timidity
FOR YOUNG MEN, BOYS and CHILDREN we have the’ famous
great public benefit, the consideration crease the list of employes who shall in government, the other for strength
of which can only be intrusted to an have preferred claims for wages under and purpose; one stands for obstruc
brand of Jane Hopkins of New York; Never rip and never wear out.
tion, the other for construction; one
other Republican majority.
the bankruptcy laws; to adopt an ad
“But many wholesome and progress equate child labor statue for the Dis promises, the other performs; one
ive laws were enacted, and we espe trict of Columbia; to direct an Investi finds fault, the other finds work.
Tendencies of the Parties.
cially commend the passage of the gation into the conditions of working
“The*present tendencies of the two
emergency bill, the appointment of women and children, and later of em
the national monetary commission, the ployes of telephone and telegraph com parties are even more marked by in
66 and 68 E. Main St.
NORRISTOWN, PA.
employers’ and government liability panies engaged in interstate business; herent differences. The trend of De
laws, the measures for the greater to appropriate $150,000 at the recent mocracy is toward socialism, while the
efficiency of the army and navy, the session of congress in order to secure Republican party stands for a wisv
H E A D Q U A R T E R S FOR
widows’ pension bill, the model child a thorough inquiry into the causes of and regulated individualism.. Socialism
labor law for the District of Columbia, catastrophes and loss of life in the would destroy wealth; Republicanism
designed for emulation by the states; mines, and to amend and strengthen would prevent its abuse. Socialism
the new statutes for the safety of rail the law prohibiting the importation of would give to each an equal right to
road engineers and firemen and many contract labor, will be pursued In take; Republicanism would give to
each an equal right to earn. Socialism
act conserving the public welfare.
every legitimate direction within fed would offer equality of possession.
For
Revision
of
the
Tariff.
WE HAVE THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF THE BEST GRADES OF
eral authority to lighten the burdens
“The Republican party declares un and increase the opportunity for hap Which would soon leave no one any
WEARABLE AND DEPENDABLE FURNISHING GOODS FOR
equivocally for a revision of the tariff piness and advancement of all who thing to possess. Republicanism would
give equality of opportunity, w'Y-h
MEN AND BOYS TO BE FOUND IN.NORRISTOWN.
by a special session of congress im toil.
would assure to each his share of the
mediately
following
the
inauguration
Underwear, Hosiery, Neckwear, Neglige Shirts, Collars, Knit Jackets, or anything
“The Republican party recognizes constantly increasing store of posses
of the next president, and commends
you are looking for, and all at the right prices. Any one of our thousand UMBRELLA3
the steps already taken to this end in the special needs of wage workers gen sions.”
erally, for their well-being means the
will keep you dry In a rainstorm. COME AND INSPECT OUR STOCK.
the work assigned to the appropriate well-being of all. But more important
committees of the two houses which
THE VICE PRESIDENCY
than all other considerations is that of
now investigating the operation good citizenship, and we especially
and
effect
of
existing
schedules.
Governor Cummins, of Iowa, Boomed
W ^ Æ . H I. G I L B E R T ,
“In all tariff legislation the true stand for the needs of every American,
Second Place.
whatever
his
occupation,
in
his
capa
132 W EST MAIM ST R EET,
principle of protection is best main
Chicago, June 17.—The boom of
city
as
a
self-respecting
citizen.
tained by the imposition of such duties
Governor Cummins, of Iowa, for the
1018.
N O R R IST O W N , PA.
Assistance to the Farmer.
as will equal the difference between
"Among those whose welfare is as vice, presidential nomination was the
the cost of production at home and
vital
welfare of the whole coun distinctive feature of the day in the
o r sa x e.
abroad, together with a reasonable try asto'the
.is
that,
of the waee earner is the contest for the second placg- on the
S acre farm, $1000; 55 acres along
profit to American Industries; and the American fanner. The prosperity of ticket, and it received much favorable
pike and trolley, $5000; 20 acres, $2100; 2
Senator Borah, oi
acres, first-class residence, easy terms,
benefits th at follow are best secured the whole country rests peculiarly consideration.
Idaho, who early started the agitation
A3000; 9 acres, $1500; 40 acres, $4500; 91
by the establishment of maximum and upon the prosperity of agriculture.
acres, 2 houses, large barn, $3200; 80 acres,
on behalf of the Iowa governor, sound
minimum rates to tbe administered
$5600; 54 acres, $3500; 28 acres, elegant 14“Fsee rural mall delivery was estab
by the president, under limitations fix lished over earnest Democratic opposi ed western delegations in his behalf,
room mansion, bath, hot and cold water, Senator Burrows, of Michigan, the
heat, fine situation, $7500.
ed in the law, the maximum to be tion; it now reaches millions of our and announced that he had found
Temporary Chairman.
THOS. B. WILSON,
available to meet discriminations by citizens, and we favor its extension much encouragement. The mention of
8-15.
Eagleville, Pa.
foreign countries against American until every community in the land re Governor Cummins’ name was receiv
goods entering their markets, and the’ ceives the full benefits of the postal ed with varying emotions by the mem
VICE PRESIDENCY STILL OPEN
minimum to represent the normal service. We recognize the social and bers of the Iowa delegation, and it
IN V E S T M E N T S !
measure of protection at home; the economical advantage of good country soon became evident that in the event
aim and purpose of the Republican roads, maintained more and more the governor’s candidacy should be
policy being not only to preserve, largely at public expense, and less and more energetically-^pressed, his Iowa
A FIEST-CLASS SEVEN PER CENT. Race For Second Place On Ticket Will
without excessive duties, that security less a t the expense of the abutting support would not be confined to the
Probably Be Fought Out On Floor
PREFERRED STOCK with a guarantee
against foreign competion to which owners. In this work we recommend so-called Cummins faction. Several AlAmerican manufacturers, farmers and the growing factors of state aid and lison-Dolliver adherents promptly an
of Convention—Senator Lodge As
of Common Stock making a 10 Per Cent.
producers are entitled, but also to believe in such national assistance as nounced that as a m atter of state
Permanent Chairman.
Investment. First-class in every respect.
pride, if for no other reason, they
maintain the high standard of living can be appropriately rendered.
Call or write, •
‘
>
would support the governor’s candi
of the wage-earners of this country,
Chicago, June 17.—The Republican
Curb On the Injunction Power.
dacy.
national convention to nominate a can
who are the most direct beneficiaries
THE PLATFORM
“Wg declare for such amendments
It was also stated that Senator Bo
GOTWALS & BEYER,
of the protective system.
didate for president and vice president
of the statutes of procedure in the rah had presented Governor Cummins’
“Between
the
United
States
anà
the
and
adopt
a
platform
of
principles
was
Pays Glowing Tribute to President;
55 E. Main St.
NORRISTOWN, PA.
Philippines we believe in a free inter federal courts with respect to the use qualifications to President Roosevelt,
called to order in the Coliseum by
Lauds His Achievements.
of the writ of injunction as will, on the and that the suggestion had been
Harry S. New, chairman of the Repub
Chicago, June 17-—The committee change of products, with such limita one hand, prevent the summary issue warmly received.
tions
as
to
sugar
and
tobacco
as
will
lican national committee.
on resolutions of the Republican con
of such orders without prqper consid
There was much discussion of the
Mr. New introduced Senator Julius vention met in one of the parlors of avoid injury to domestic interest"!.
eration, and, on the other,’ will pre possibility of the nomination going
C. Burrows, of Michigan, as the tem the Auditorium Annex^otel. The com
Currency Legislation Approved.
serve undiminished the power of the
porary chairman.
“We approve the’ emergency meas courts to enforce their process, to the again to Vice President Fairbanks.
mittee organized by electing Senator
There is a strong sentiment in his
In assuming the. chair Senator Bur Hopkins, of Illinois, chairman, and ures adopted by the government dur
rows made an extended speech, em after listening for some time to the ing the recent financial disturbance, end that justice may be done at all behalf, and mdny predict that he will
again receive the honor of the nomi
bodying the keynote of the coming representations of numerous persons and especially commend the passage times and to all parties.
nation, unless the convention can be
Justice For the Negro.
who desire to secure the insertion of by the last session of congress of the
“The Republican party has been for made to believe that, if nominated, he
special planks In the platform appoint temporary enactment designed to pro more than fifty years the consistent will decline.
tect
the
country
from
a
repetition
of
ed a sub-committee of thirteen to con
The present Indications are that a
friend of the American negro. It gave
sider all disputed questions in detail such strihgency only until there can him freedom and citizenship. It wrote vice presidential candidate will not be
and add the finishing touches to the be established a permanent currency into the organic law of the land the agreed upon until after tlje nomina
-system that will avoid all emergencies.
j document.
declarations th at proclaim his civil and tion of a candidate’for the persidency.
A draft of the platform presented — “The present currency laws have political rights, and',it believes today
fully justified their adoption, but an
to the committee is as follows:
that his noteworthy progress in intel
CONDENSED NEWS ITEMS
“Once more the Republican party, In expanding commerce, a marvelous ligence, industry and good citizenship
growth
In
wealth
and,
population,
mul
national convention assembled, sub
has earned the respect and encourage
Thursday, June 11.
mits its cause to the people. This great tiplying the centers of distribution, in ment of the nation. We demand equal
The American Piano company, with
historic organization that destroyed creasing the demand for the move justice for all men, without regard to
an authorized capital of $12,000,000,
slavery, preserved the Union,'restored ment of crops in the west and south race or color.
was incorporated at Trenton, N. J.
credit, expanded the national domain, and entailing periodic changes in
Army
and
Navy
Strengthened.
The converted yacht Vixen, now at
established a sound financial systefh, monetary conditions, disclose the need
“The Sixtieth congress passed many
developed the industries and resources of a more elastic and adaptable sys commendable acts increasing the effi the League Island navy yard, has been
turned over to the naval militia or
of the country and gave to the nation tem.
“Such a system m ust'm eet the re ciency of the army and navy; making ganization of New Jersey.
her seat of honor In the councils of the
the militia of the states an integral
Stephen Oberhase, a prisoner in the
world, now meets the new problems of quirements of agriculturalists, manu part of the national establishment;
government with the same courage facturers, merchants and business authorizing joint maneuvers of the Dauphin county jail at Harrisburg,
and capacity with which it solved the men generally, automatic In operation, army and militia; fortifying new naval Pa., hanged himself to a water pipe In
minimizing the fluctuations in interest
his cell and was dead when found.
old.
bases and completing the construction
Addison Henry, colored, a section
“In this, the greatest era of Ameri rates, and, above all, it must be in har of coaling stations; instituting a fe
can advancement, the Republican mony with the Republican doctrine, male nurse corps for naval hospitals j>and on the Baltimore & Ohio rail
party has reached Its highest service which insists that every dollar shall and. ships, and adding, two new battle road, was assaulted and instantly kill
under the leadership of Theodore j be based upon, redeemable In, and as ships, ten torpedo boat destroyers, ed during a quarrel by Guiseppe Viscioto, an Italian employed in the same
Roosevelt. His administration is an good as gold. •
Q E O . A. WEN R IC K ,
three steam colliers and eight sub gang along the railroad near Wilming
Anti-Trust Law Amendment.
epoch in American history.
marines to the strength of the navy.
JULIUS C. BURROWS.
— DEALER IN —
“The Republican party passed the , “We adhere to the Republican doc ton, Del.
“In no other period since national
[Temporary Chairman.]
sovereignty was won under Washing Sherman anti-trust law over Demo trine of encouragement to American
Friday, June 12.
Stoves, Ranges, campaign and proclaiming the princi ton or preserved under Lincoln has cratic opposition, and enforced it after
J. E. Cole and his son Albert ware
shipping, and urge such legislation as
ples and achievements of the Republi there been such mighty progress in Democratic rejection. It has been a will revive the merchant marine pres instantly killed, and the former’s two
Hot Air Furnaces,
can party during its many years of ex these ideals of government which wholesome Instrument for good in the tige of the country, so essential to na daughters badly stunned, by lightning
istence. When his speech was con make for justice, equality and fail hands of a wise and fearless adminis tional defense, the enlargement of for at Spartanburg, S. C.
COXXEGE VI EXE, P A .
But experience has shown eign trade and the industrial prosper
The executive committee of the Na
cluded Seifator Burrows announced the dealing among men. The highest as tration.
tional Congress of Mothers at a meet
im portant committees, including that pirations of the American people have that its effectiveness can be strength ity of our own people.
T in R oofin g a n d S p o u tin g D on e on credentials.
found a voice.
Their most exalted ened, and its real object better obtain
ing here decided to hold the next na
Democratic Party’s Incapacity,
The selection of Senator Henry Ca servant has come to represent not po ed, by such amendments as will give
w ith B e s t Q u a lity M a teria l.
“We call the attention of the Ameri tional congress at New Orleans in Feb
bot Lodge, of Massachusetts, as per litical sovereignty alone, but the best to the federal government greater sup can people to the fact that none of the ruary, 1909. ’
aims and worthiest purposes of all his ervision and control over, and secure great measures here advocated by the
Rev. Dr. John D. Pickles, pastor of
[ Roofs Repaired and Repainted. Stove manent chairman of the convention countrymen.
greater publicity in the management Republican party could be enacted, and St. Paul’s church, Bbston, and one ol
I Hastings and Fire Bilcks Supplied. Jobbing was formally approved at a meeting
“American fiianhood and womathhood of that class of interstate corporations none of the steps forward here pro the best-known Methodist clergymen
l promptly attended to.
4-4.
of the committee on permanent organ
ization. It was agreed th at all of the have been lifted to a nobler sense oi having power and opportunity to effect posed could be taken under a Demo in Massachusetts, died Thursday, aged
other temporary officers of the conven duty and obligation. Conscience and monopolies, and at the same time will cratic administration or under one in sixty" years.
Charles Reibe, who has been on trial
courage In public station and highest not interfere with the operation oi which party responsibility is divided.
tion should be made permanent.
The presidential nomination Is treat standards of right and wrong in pri such associations among business
“The tariff could not be revised, a at Norristown, Pa., charged with crim
ed all around as a settled question; it vate life have become the cardinal men, farmers, and wage earners as re permanent currency system could not inal operation and infidelity, pleaded
is generally recognized that the Roose- principles of political faith; capital sult in a positive benefit to the public. be established, the federal supervision guilty to the latter charge and was sen
“We believe, however, th at the inter- • over railroads and large aggregations tenced to one year In jail and pay a
velt-Taft managers are In absolute con and labor have been brought into
trol, and the .possibilities as to whether closer relations of confidence and in state commerce law should be furthei of capital could not be extended, noi fine of $500.
Cannon, La Follette, Fairbanks, Knox, dependence; the abuse of wealth, the amended so as to give railroads the could any of the new duties confront
Saturday, June 13.
Hughes or some of them, may formally tyranny of power and all the evils oi right to make and publish traffic ing the country be performed by a
Rudolph Ploetz, aged seventy-nine
-AND—
Withdraw before the time for the first privilege and favoritism have been put agreements subject to the approval ol party whieh is unable to agree within years, a wealthy widower of the village
ballot, are occupying the attention of to scorn by the simple, manly virtues the. commission but maintaining al itself on any public question, and is of Prairie du Sac, Wis., eloped with/
ways the principle of competition be unwilling to co-operate with a party Miss Ursula Hunges, aged eighty, his
the hotel crowds. No responsible man of justice and fair play.
tween naturally competing lines and that can agree.
ager or delegate has yet been found
sweetheart of childhg'oct days.
President’s Great Accomplishments.
who is willing to challenge seriously
Jerry Lynch, one of Buffalo’s (N. Y.)
“The great accomplishments of avoiding the common control of such
“The continuance of present policies,
the estim ate of Frank H. Hitchcock, President Roosevelt have been, first lines by any means whatsoever, and therefore absolutely requires the con best-known, detectives, was shot in the
the Taft manager, that the secretary and foremost, a brave and impartial especially favor the enactment of such tinuance in power of the party that stomach while chasing and endeavor
of war now has at least seven hundred enforcement of the law, the prosecu legislation as will prevent by federal believes in them and possesses the ca ing to capture Otto Susdorf, who was
votes behind him. “Secretary Taft’s tion of illegal trusts and monopolies, restriction the future over-issue oi pacity to put them into operation.
attempting to escape arrest in eonnec
nomination will take place some time the exposure and punishment of evil stocks and bonds by interstate car
“Beyond platform declarations there tion with the sale of $1600 worth oi
t ì *
on Thursday next,” said Hitchcock, doers in the public service, the more riers.
are fundamental differences between stolen diamonds.
“and it is as certain as th at the sun effective regulation of the rates and
Further Protection to Workingmen.
the Republican party and its chief op . Grieved over the unfaithfulness oi
will rise.” *
service of the great transportation
“The enactment in constitutional ponent which makes the one worthy her sweetheart, Gertrude Kennedy, the
POTTSTOWN, PENN’A.
The committee on credentials or lines, the complete overthrow of pref form by the present session of con-4 and the other unworthy of public trust. daughter of a contractor, committed
suicide in the street at Erie, Pa., by
D esig n s a n d E s tim a te s Farn* ganized by electing Charles W. Ful- erence, rebates, and discriminations: gress of the employers’ "liability law;
Difference Between the Parties.
ton, of Oregon, chairman. The fight the arbitration of labor disputes, the the passage and enforcement of the j
“In history the difference between drinking the contents of a three-ounce,
is h e d F r e e o f C h arge.
of the “allies” to bave the decision of amelioration of the condition of waare- safety-anDliance statutes, as well as .Democracy and Republicanism is that bottle of carbolic acid.
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FARM AND GARDEN
THE FARMER’S TASKS.

F arm
C ja ^ r d e n
GATEWAYS AND FENCES.
How the Farm or Garden May Be
Cheaply and Picturesquely Inclosed.
The appearance of a farm means a
great deal to the owner If he ever
wishes to sell It. Good fences, fresh
paint, orderly yards and neat farm
buildings count for profit. Buyers are
moré likely to take an attractive look
ing place than an ugly one and are
willing to pay more for it than for one
which is run down. A well kept farm
has an appearance of prosperity

PLAN OP BtJSTIO GATE.

which cannot but make its impression
on the prospective buyer. Even when
there Is no question of a sale an air of
thrift is a good investment, for it
adds to the consideration in which the
owner is held in the community.
Farm fences should be kept in good
condition for reasons of economy, if
nothing else. The most picturesque
fences for farm or garden are of rough
posts. They may be made attractive
Enough to serve for the house and gar
den. as may be seen by examining the
illustrations, which suggest a new
style for a gate and fence.
This rustic gateway, which was
built at a small cost, may be worth
imitating, modified, of course, to fit
the surroundings. This one is between
two cedar trees, and from it a wind
ing path leads to the house. The cuts
give an idea as to how the gate is
made. The two uprights and the
crosspiece on the top are of locust.
Ali the rest is of cedar. Parts of the
smaller branches have been left on the
pieces that go to fill up the gate. A
gateway like this would not prove ef
fective against pigs or chickens, but
would turn larger animals. It is not
only cheap and durable, but decidedly
attractive because so perfectly in har
mony with its surroundings.
Soaking the lower ends of posts in
crude petroleum and then burning it
off, thus driving the hot oil into the
wood while charring the outside, has
given the best results in preserving
pitch pine posts. Posts which were
treated sixteen years ago before set
ting and were recently taken up were
in good condition. Those treated as
above were all in practically sound
condition and good to last fifteen to
twenty years longer. If properly done
this treatm ent seemingly would make
good posts last indefinitely.
Various methods of treatment were
tried. Posts merely soaked in crude

Machinery Has Made Them Lighter
Than They Were For His Father.
- The «modera farmer wears a white
collar and suspenders and store
clothes. But the most remarjjpble de
velopment in agricultural evolution is
his marvelous ingenuity displayed in
the application Of mechanical power
to those tasks that were formerly
performed by hand. Farm handicraft
now consists of the ability, coupled
with the inclination, which is seldom
absent, to apply direct pressure to a
button and allow the machine to do
the re st A visit to a well appointed
western farm will convince the most
skeptical th at the vogue of brawn lias
passed, except in the field of mere
football or perhaps wrestling contests.
On a recent visit to such a farm the
caller was Informed that the proprietor
was in the barn cutting seed potatoes.
He found th at the seed potatoes were
being cut all right, but the fanner
was not stooping in the old time posi
tion, indicative of great bodily pain in
the middle region, while lacerating the
juicy spud with a jackknife.
A machine of formidable appearance
was planted under a hopper full of po
tatoes. There was a great gnashing
of teeth, and the sliced potatoes fell
from the jaw s in a continuous stream.
The farmer dipped a handful of the
cut potatoes from the bag and Counted
the damaged eyes to determine the
percentage of loss and thus arrive at
an estimate of the quantity of seed
required to- plant a given area. He
said the computing machine was at the
office and he hadn’t time to go after
it. But he seemed to have more time
than anything in sight.
That part of the bam devoted to the
live stock was occupied ’ by several
sleek cows, but the caller looked in
vain for his boyhood enemy, long since
forgiven—the familiar milking stool.
The farmer called his .attention to a
machine th at had just appeared as if
by magic at an aperture in the wall.
A carrier mounted on a cable stretch
ed from the bam to the house had
conveyed thè machine to the cattle
stalls. It had been to the sterilizing
room to be scalded.
The farmer set the machine at the
back of the first stall, attached the
rubber hose to the profit producing
part of the milk cow, depressed a
plunger on top of 'the machine, and the
siphon did the work automatically by
forced feed. This process was repeat
ed on every cow that seemed to give
promise of yielding an unearned incre
ment, and then the farmer looked satis
fied. But the animals displayed no in
terest in the machine. The product of
this machine had the peculiar creamy
tint characteristic of farm grown milk,
but when tested in a machine called a
separator it assayed 65 per cent city
milk, the remainder of the output be
ing butter fat. The separator was
planted in the sterilizing room, where
every conceivable convenience for
handling dairy products was installed.
All of these appliances were operated
by a machine planted in an adjoining
room and connected by belting with a.
line sh a ft The people referred to this
latter machine as the “power,” but it
was really a gasoline engine. It smell
ed powerfully.
The place was stocked with machin
ery specially designed for the perform
ance of every function that the farm
er formerly accomplished with his
hands, except voting. , The political
machine is not much in favor in the
rural precincts.

FORCING

CANTALOUPES.

A California Experiment Interesting
to All Melon Growers.
The experiment of growing canta
loupes under muslin canopies so that
they may be ready for th e .market two
or three, weeks before those grown in
the ordinary way has been successfully
made in California. The cantaloupes
were planted in the usual manner, so
far as hilling and spacing were con
cerned, but over each hill there was
stretched a canopy of white muslin
about the size of a tnan’s pocket hand
kerchief. Two arched wires were used,
crossed over the melon hill somewhat
RUSTIC GATE AND FENCE.
like the center wicket in a croquet
petroleum gave next best results, ground. The ends of these wires were
while those treated with tar in a simi sewed to the comers of the muslin
lar manner to petroleum stood next squares and the wires then thrust firm
In each case the posts were set two ly into the ground so as to secure the
feet (Jeep and were treated to a height canopies and prevent the wind blowing
them away. These protectors cost
of two and a half feet
complete about 8 cents each.
The melons responded to the genial
Points In Gardening.
There is little danger of making the warmth thus engendered and the pro
tection from the winds and frost.
soil too rich for a vegetable garden.
The use of hand tools is unnecessary
Where Dodder Has Been Seeded.
in the preparation of a seed bed if the
Where dodder has been seeded with
soil is worked at the proper time.
The labor of hand weeding may be clover or alfalfa its presence will be
reduced to a minimum by planting in indicated by the appearance of more
freshly worked soil only, tilling close or less rounded, spreading areas in
to the rows early in the season and which the plants are dying down, and
permitting no weeds to ripen their if examined a t close range the thread
like twining stems of the dodder will
seed.
The use of a wheel hoe saves labor be found covering them. These areas
in the care of a garden even when can be readily seen even at some dis
much of the tillage is to be done with tance, as they present a yellowish or
light orange colored appearance. When
a horse.
discovered the plants within this area
and for a couple of feet beyond should
Dodder In the Clover.
A dodder infested stand of clover or be cut, allowed to dry and burned, or
alfalfa may safely be allowed to pro straw may be spread on these spots
duce a crop of hay or be used for pas and burned to destroy the dodder and
turage or for soiling provided the crop prevent its forming seeds.
is removed before the dodder produces
seed. Plowing should follow immedi
Toads and Insects.
ately after the removal of the crop;
Toads will eat some bugs and worms
otherwise mature dodder seeds will be that many birds will not touch, such
buried and possibly prove troublesome as rose bugs, hairy caterpillars, etc.
on again being brought to the surface.- They also take care of the night flying
and moving insects and worms. They
Give a boy a garden patch all his prefer one place as a hunting ground
own and a few tools, and he-wlll take and so keep that place in a good meas
pride in making it a success if he has ure free from insect life, says a writer
in Farm Journal. They are next in
ground worth anything.
value to the bird3 as Insect destroyers,
Working the soil while it is too wet and one cannot have too many of them
In the garden.
or soggy is not good for i t
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OTICE TO TAXPAYERS.
C ounty T axes.

In pursuance to an act of Assembly approved
March 17, 1868, and supplementary acts
Sale of 250 M en’s and Young M en’s
thereto* the Treasurer of Montgomery County
will meet the Taxpayers of paid County at the
following named places and time for the pur
pose of receiving the County, State and Dog
Taxes for the year 1908, assessed in their re
spective districts, viz:
Rockledge and Abington township, Lower
and Fourth Districts, at the office of Harry
Goebel, Rockledge, Thursday, June 11, from 3
to &p. m.
Jenkintown Borough, First, Second and
Third Wards, at the public house of John Blum,
Friday, J une 12, from 7 a. m. to 2 p. m.
I Springfield township, at the public house of
An Opportunity for the Man who wants a Summer Suit to Get it at
Edward McCloskey, Flourfcown, Monday, J une
1&, from 9 a . m. to 12 m.
a Remarkably Low Price.
Whitemarsh township, East District, a t the
public house of Wm. P. Green, Fort Side Inn,
$16 and $18
Monday, June 15, from 1 to 2.30 p. m.
Suits Now
Upper Dublia township, at the public house
of Irvin F. Rotzell, Jarrettown, Monday, June
15, from 3 to 4.30 p. m .
We have purchased the entire left-over Spring and Summer stock of
Ambler Borough, at the; public house ofTrvin
the famous Frankel System Clothing, Nos. 121 and 123 Fifth Avenue,
H. Blackburn, Ambler Hotel, Tuesday, June 16,
from 7 to 9.30 a. m.
New York City. Our buyer negotiated for the purchase of their entire,
Gwynedd township, Lower, at the public
left-over stock of 500 suits aud succeeded in getting them at a ridiculously
house of Carl K. Kuebler, Spring House, Tues
day, J une 16, from 10 a. m. to 12 m.
low price—below actual cost, in fact, and we have divided the lot between
Gwynedd township, Upper, at the public
our Pottstown and Wilkesbarre stores, affording the men of both cities an
house of Arnold Becker, Kneedler’s, Tuesday,
J une 16, from 1.30 to 3 p. m.
extraordinary opportunity to secure reliable, up-to-date summer clothes
North Wales Borough, at ohe public house of
at heretofore unheard-of prices.
William ±i. Blank, Main Street Hotel, Wednes
day, June 17, from 7 to 12 m.
Remember, every garment is of this season’s manufacture in the latest
Narberth Borough, at the ’Fire House, Narberth, Thursday, June 18, from 8 to 11.30 a. m.
models, including all the favored “ kinks” and novelties in the most ap
Lower Merion township, North Ardmore,
proved shades of brown, tan, etc., in chalk line stripes, checks, plaids
South Ardmore, Haverford and West Ardmore
Districts, at the public bouse of Wm. O. Arm
and serges and worsteds of every description for men and young men.
strong, Ardmore, Thursday, June 18, from 12.30
to 2.30 p. m.
Everybody can be fitted—the slim man and the stout man.-, The collec
Lower Merion township, Bryn Mawr and
tion includes all sizes and every garment is up to our usual standard of
Rosemont Districts, at the office of Milton R.
Yerkes, Bryn Mawr, Thursday, June 18, from 3
excellency—no odds or ends, but this season’s latest models in the most
to 4.30 p, m.
desirable patterns and colors. A really remarkable sale at the following
Lower Merion township, Upper District, at
the public house of Thomas H. Haley, Merion
prices.
Square, Friday, June 19, from &to 10 a. m.
Lower Merion township, Lower and Bala Dis
That $16 and $18 Suit now $12.75; that $20 and $22 Suit now $14.75; that
tricts, at the public house of Edward Odell,
$25 and $30 Suit now $18.
Gen. Wayne Hotel, Friday, June 19, from 11 a.
in. to 1 p. m.
CHILDREN’S CLOTHES included in this great sale. $2 Washable
Lower Merion, East District, at the Pencoyd
Post Office, Friday, June 19, from 2 to >8p. m.
Suits at $1. We have 125 Blouse and Russian Suits that were samples
Horsham township, at the public house of J .
and necessarily the best the factory produced. All sizes in the various
K. Hailowell, Honday, July 6, from 9. to 11 a. m.
lots and well worth $2.00. Extraordinary values at $1.00.
Moreland township, Lower District, a t the
ublip house of Frank Shuck, Sorrel Horse
totel, Monday, July 6, from 12.30 to 2.30 p. m.
$4 MEN’S TROUSERS, $2.50. 85 pair of Men’s Dress Worsted Trous
Hatboro Borough, at the public house of
ers—neat,
gray styles and club check. All sizes. $4 Trousers, $2.50.
Cyrus C. Moore, Hatboro, Monday, July 6,
from 3 to 6 p m.
Our windw display of hats will convince you of the value. See them—
Moreland township, Upper District, at the
then cpme inside.
public house of Charles F. £hrenpfort,^at Wil
low Grove* Tuesday, July 7, irom 7 to 9 a. m.
Abington township, Abington and Weldon
Districts, at the public house of Daniel Man
ning, Weldon, Tuesday, July 7, from 9.30 to 11.30
a m.
Cheltenham township, West, First, Second
and Third Districts, at the public house of Han
nah E. Clayton, Edge Hill, Tuesday, July 7,
from 1 to 3 p. m.
Skippack township, at the Í'public
house _of
ml,_______
¡Vm. I. Forrey, 8 j|
j
nesday. July 8,
from 9 to 11 a. m.
lE R K IO H E N VALLEY
Towameusing township, at the public house of I
M utuiti F ire In su r a n c e Co.
S. C. Bean, Kulpsville* Wednesday, July 8,
o f M ontgom ery C ou n ty.
from 12.30‘to 3.30 p. m.
Lower Salfprd township, West District, at
the public house of C. S. Keyser, Lederachville,
.Thursday, July 9, from 8.80 to 11 a. m.
incorporated May 13, 1871.
Lower Salford township, East District, at the
public house of Chas. Tyson, Harleysville,
WITH A REGARD OF GIVING
Thursday, July A, from 12.80 to 4.30 p. m.
GOOD WEAR, our sfioes are made
Franconia township, West District, at the
public house of Harry B. Keller, Franconia
by the leading shoe manufacturers
Square, Friday, July 10, from 7 a. m. to 12 m.
of the country, and if they do not
Franconia township, East District, at the
wear satisfactory a new pair goes
public house of Morris K. Rosenberger, Reli
ance, Friday, July 10, from 1.30 to 3.30 p. m.
for nothing. It is our aim to please
Salford township, at the public bouse of
in styles, quality and price. See
Daniel M. Kober, Tylersport, Monday, July 13,
from 9 to 11 a. m.
how we have succeeded by inspect
INSURANCE IN FORCE, $11,000,000.
West Telford Borough, at the public house of
ing our stock and informing your
John M. Kuhp, Monday, July 13, from 1 to 8
self of our prices.
p. m.
Soudertop \ Borough, at the public house of
William H. Freed, Tuesday, July 14, from8 a. Office o f tb e C om pany <
Don’t fail to look
m. to 2 p. m.
Hatfield township and Hatfield Borough, at
COLLEGE
VILLE.
FA.
the public house of Chester Knipe, Hatfield,
at our
Wednesday, July 15, from 7a. m. to 12 m.
Lansdale Borough, South Ward, at the pub
A. D. FETTEROLF, 8* c r e t a b t .
Ladies’
$2.00
Shoes in vici kid,
ic house of Hurry B. Krause, Wednesday, July
15, from 1.30 to 4 p. m.
Box
Calf
and
Colt
Skin. Ladies’
Lansdale Borough, East Ward, at the public H. W. KRATZ, President,
$1.50 Shoes in vici kid acd Box Calf.
house of Alfred J. George, Thursday, July 16,
from 7 to ll a. m.
Norristown, Pa,
Ladies’ Warm Lined Shoes, 85 cts.
Lansdale Borough, West Ward, at the public
house of Robert C . Lownes, Thursday, July 16,
and upwards.
Regular
office
day
of
the
Secretary,
Thurs
from 11.30 a. m. to 3.30 p. m.
Children's Heavy School Shoes,
M Upper Providence* Lower District, at Provi day of each week ; also every evening.
dence Hall, Friday, July 17, from 8.30 to 10.30
85c.,
$1.00 and $1.25.
a. m.
I: Montgomery township, at the public house of
Men’s $1.50 and $2.00 Shoes in
Harry Workheiser, Montgomeryville, Friday,
Satin Calf and Box Calf.
July 17, from 2 to 4 p. m.
J Pottstown Borough, West Ward, at the pub
Boys’ $1.50 and $2.00 -Shoes in
lic house of W. R. Shuler, Monday, July 20,
from 10 a. m. to 4 p . m.
Box Calf, Gun Metal and Colt Skin.
West Pottsgrove township, at the public
Little. Boys’ $1.00 Shoes in Satin
house of Joseph M. Sellinger, Bramcote, Tues
-BYday, July 21, from 8 to 9 a. m.
Calf and Box Calf.
Pottstown JBorough, Second and Third wards,
A full line of Warm Lined.Shoesi
at the pubJie house of Harry Gilbert, Tuesday,
July 21, from 10.30 a. m. to 4 p. m .
and
Rubbers of all kinds.
Lower Pottsgrove township, at the public
house of Wm. H Levengood, Pleasant View
Hotel, Wednesday, July 22, from 7 30 to 9 a. m.
Pottstown Borough, Sixth and Seventh wards,
at the public house of Maurice Gilbert, Wednes
day, July 22, from 9 30 to 8 p. m.
] Upper Pottsgrove township, at the public
house of Samuel Geiger, Half-Way House
Hotel, Thursday July 23, from 8 to 9 a. m.
Why experiment with a new
¡ßjf“ LEADERS IN FOOTWEAR.
Pottstown Borough, Eighth and Tenth wards,
at the public house of W. W. Brendlinger,
Thursday, July 23, from 10 a. pi. to 3 p. m.
grade of Fertilizer of unknown
Pottstown Borough, Ni*nth ward, at the pub
lic house of N athan S. Hartenstiue, York Street
Hotel, Friday, July 24, from 7 to 10 a. m. : ■
quality at the expense of your
Pottstown Borough, Fourth and Fifth wards,
----- U S E C U L B E R T ’S ---at the public house of Harry H. Smith, Friday,
J uly 24, from 10.30 to 3 p. m.
crops, when you can purchase a
Upper Salford township, at the public house
of S. N. Smith, Woxall, Monday, July 27, from
8 to lp.30 a. m.
better grade for less oost per
Marlborough township, at the public house of
Jos. S. Klein, Sumneytown, Monday, July 27,
from 11 a. m. to 2.30 p. m.
Will cure your Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Cholera Morbus, and all bowel troubles.
unit of value, and goods with a
Greenlane Borough, at the public house of
John A. Haring, Monday, July 27, from 3 to 4.30
p. m.
reputation well established.
New Hanover township, East District, at the
public house of Alfred H. B. Fox, Pleasant Run,
FINE BOX PAPER ALWAYS ON HAND AT
Tuesday, July 28, from 7 to 8.30 a. m.
If you are farming for profit
Red Hill Borough, at tbs public house of C.
U. Bergey, Tuesday, July 28, from 9.30 to 11
b. m.
you cannot afford to disregard
Pennsburg Borough, and Upper Hanover,
First District, at the public house of Chas. A.
Kneule, Tuesday, J uly 28, from 12.30 to 3 p. m .
C O LLEG E V IL LE, PA.
Buy Fer
East Greenville Borough and Upper Hanover your own interest.
township, Third District, at the public house of
Harvey E. Werly, East Greenville, Wednesday,
tilizers of known quality, manu
July 29, from 7 a. m. to 3 p. m.
Upper Hanover township, Second District, at
the public house of Jonas Haring, Harlngs,
factured under the most favor
Thursday, July 30, from 7 to 9 a. m.
' Douglass township, East District, at the pub
lic house of Ida Kinker, Congo, Thursday, July
able, and least expensive con
30, from 10 a. m. to 12 m.
Frederick township, West District, at the
public house of H . Walter Williams,1Green
Tree Hotel, Thursday, July 30, from 1.30 to 4 ditions, and know that each
p. m.
Douglass township, West District, at the pub
H. L. SAYLOR, Prop.
lic house of H. G. Shaner, Gilbertsville, Mon dollar invested secures for you
day, August 3, from 10 a. m. to 12 m.
New Hanover township, West District, at the
public house of Elizabeth B . Rhoads, Swamp, the most actual plant food ob
All kinds of Cemetery Work in Plain
Monday. Augusts, from 1 to 4 p. m.
Taxes will be received at the County Treas
and Artistic Designs. All Work guar
urer’s Office, Norristown, from June 1 to Sep tainable.
tember 15, from 8.$0 a. m. to 12 m. and from 1 to
3 p.m.
Write for circular and prices. anteed. Estimates furnished.
State Rate, 4 mills.
County Rate, 2 mills.
Correspondence to receive attention must be
accompanied with postage for reply and in all
cases location of property, whether in township
or Borough, must be definitely given.
Inquiries relative to taxes received after
JACOB TRINLEY,
September 10, will not be answered.
Taxes not paid to the County Treasurer on or
before September 15,1908, will be given into the Manufacturer of High Grade
hands of a collector, when 5 per cent, will be
added for Collection as per Act of Assembly.
WM. M, HAGGINBOTHOM,
Animal Bone Fertilizers,
Treasurer of Montgomery County, P a.
County Treasurer’s Office, Norristown, P a.,
LINFIELD, PA.
April $4, 1908.
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PRICES MARKED DOWN ALMOST BELOW COST
$ 1 2 . 7 5 11~ f | ow $ 1 4 . 7 5

6
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s , - Pottstown, Pa.

S T Y L IS H

SH O ES

That F it the Feet !

InsuresAgainst FireandStorm.

TH Ê i BEST

EVERY T E S T

Sole Agents for Ralston Health Shoes.

WEITZENKORN’S,

141 HIGH STREET,
POTTSTOW N.

DIARRHCEA M IX T U R E

Best Tooth Powder, 10 Cents a Box. :

Corn Cure, 10 Cents a Bottle.

CULBERT’S DRUG STORE,

CO LLEG EVILLE

Marble and Granite Works,

Main St. Collegeville.

The INDEPENDENT is a first-class advertis
ing medium in the middle section of Montgomery
county. If you have anything to sell—no matter
what—it w ill pay you to advertise in this paper.

